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sk ill level key

Beginner: For first-time
stitchers.
Easy: Projects using basic
stitches.
Intermediate: Projects with a
variety of stitches and mid-level
shaping.
Experienced: Projects using
advanced techniques and
stitches.

NEW! Annie’s Christmas Special 2016

This special, holiday-themed issue is overflowing with 70+ designs
in all your favorite crafts: quilt, sewing, knit, crochet, cross stitch,
paper and general crafts! With all these festive ideas, your home
will be a picture of holiday cheer, and your friends and family will
love the crafted gifts!
161033 $9.99
(Download available online)

NEW! Quilted
Christmas

f abric cut s

Fat Quarter: 18" x 22"
Jelly Roll: 21/2" x 44"–45"
Charm Pack: 5" squares
Mini Charm Pack: 21/2" squares
Layer Cake: 10" squares

our guarantee

If you are not completely satisfied
with your purchase, you may
return it, no questions asked, for
a full and prompt refund.
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All 25 quick and easy
quilt projects found
inside this special
issue of Quilter’s
World magazine are
overflowing with
quilted DIY style for
the holiday season!
The four themed
chapters will provide
you with everything
you need for a
festive quilted
Christmas, with quilt
patterns, tips and
how-to techniques
in all 116 pages.
Quilted Christmas
has the high-quality designs and
inspiration you need to create a special quilted holiday.
141404 $9.99
(Download available online)
Connect with us on Facebook.com
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Make Handmade Keepsakes

in about an hour—no sewing required!
No-Sew Ornament Patterns $7.99 each
These lovely no-sew ornament patterns are perfect for any time
of the year! Each fabric piece is simply folded and pinned in place
(pins available below) on the FloraCraft Styrofoam® shapes.
Pattern includes step-by-step photo diagrams and instructions
to create a beautiful ornament for your Christmas tree, or just to
decorate around the house.
Skill Level: Easy (Downloads available online)
A. 353051 Silver Bells, 4"H
147790 White Styrofoam® Bell, 4" $3.49
B. 353117 Pinwheel, 4" x 2"
147789 White Styrofoam® Disc, 4" x 2" $1.99
C. 351006 The Gift Box, 4" x 4"
147797 White Styrofoam® Block, 2" x 4" x 4" $1.99
H
D. 354121 Starry Night, 7" circle
147795 White Styrofoam® Round Wreath, 6" $3.99
E. 353200 Evergreen Tree, 11/2" x 2"
147793 White Styrofoam® Base Cone, 3" x 2" $1.99
F. 350042 Heirloom Ball, 11/2" x 2"
147794 White Styrofoam® Ball, 3" $1.49
G. 353043 Bursting Star, 9" circle
147798 White Styrofoam® Disc - 9" x 11/4" $4.99
H. 411255 Dritz Ball-Point Pins, 400/pkg. $3.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

G

Don’t
forget to
buy pins!

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! Reindeer Games Wall Hanging Pattern

This easy-to-make fusible appliqué wall quilt is
absolutely perfect for displaying this holiday season.
The easy-to-follow instructions are accompanied by fullsize templates to make the process even easier. Finished
size is 40" x 46".
Skill Level: Beginner
429993 $9.99

EZ Breezy Quilt As You Go
Table Runner & Place Mat Pattern

This 15" x 47" table
runner and 181/2"
x 14" place mat
pattern is perfect
for all those largescale prints you’ve
been collecting.
Sample made using
Christmas Through
the House Fat
Quarters.
Skill Level: Easy
429159 $9.99
277549 Christmas
Through the House
Fat Quarters $23.99

NEW! Nutcracker Suite
Skinnies Quilt Pattern

These 3 charming Nutcrackers are all included,
along with full-size templates to complete each
whimsical design. Use fusible web appliqué to finish
each one, along with an assortment of bright and
bold fabrics. Each finished quilt is 14" x 28".
Skill Level: Beginner
429992 $9.99

NEW! Holiday Sparkle Quilt Pattern

This quilt will bring bright pops of color to your
Christmas and holiday decor. Finished size is 42" x 24".
Skill Level: Easy
429991 $11.99
4

Snowmen All Around Table Topper

This darling table topper features appliqué
snowmen gathered in a circle, all ready for you to
dine in style! Finished size is 40" in diameter.
Skill Level: Intermediate
429831 $11.99

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric

Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Precut Table
Runners & Toppers

Turn those precuts into gorgeous, table coverings.
These 13 designs are fast and easy projects that
will fit into your busy schedule. Happy quilting!
48 full-color pgs.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
141401 $12.99

Believe
Table Runner
Pattern

Ideal for
Christmas
decor or just
to boost your
everyday mood,
this runner can
use scraps or
a coordinating
collection.
Finished size is
401/2" x 141/2".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
429818 $9.99

Ribbons All
Around Table
Topper Pattern

This sweet table topper is
perfect for the holidays.
It features an elegant
display of appliqué
ribbons and cardinals
with Christmas trees in
traditional colors. You can
even easily convert this
pattern into a tree skirt.
Finished size is 31" in
diameter.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
429835 $11.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Silver Bells Table Runner
Pattern

This runner is a beautiful
accent for your table during
the most wonderful time of the
year! It features a patchwork
design with ringing silver bells,
enchanting scallops and touches
of snowflakes on either end.
Use just 1 charm pack to make a
finished 181/2" x 59" runner.
Skill Level: Easy
429834 $9.49

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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Jolly Old St. Nicholas
Digital Panel 36" x 42"
277859 $18.99

Candy Stripe & Candy
Cane Fabric Pack

The striped cut is 1/2 yd and the
candy cane cut is 1 yd.
277860 $14.99

Just Be Claus Panel - 24" x 42"
277864 $10.99

Santa & Friends

Woodland Holiday Panel - 24" x 43"
277935 $10.99
6

277909 Fat Quarters - 12/
pkg. $42.99
277910 Panel - 24" x 43"
$10.99
277911 Advent Calendar Panel - 30" x 43" $13.99

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric

Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Redwork
Blizzard Buddies

This whimsical book
includes 10 unique
redwork quilting
projects and 17
embroidered
interchangeable
motifs to
personalize
your own snow
village. Includes
patterns for
a quilt, table
runner, pot holders,
wall hangings and more. 64 pages.
Skill Level: Easy
141400 $12.99
(Download available online)

Exclusively Annie’s
Panel Pattern Trio

This 8-page leaflet includes instructions for creating
3 different 24" panel quilts—all with unique borders.
Skill Level: Beginner
886143 $9.99

My Little Chickadee

277956 Panel - 24" x 42" $11.99
277957 1/2 Yard Cuts - 2/pkg. $13.99
277958 Fat Quarters - 6/pkg. $21.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! Light Blue
Snowflakes 1-Yard Cut
277858 $14.99

NEW! Woodland Winter Digital Panel - 36" x 42"

277857 $18.99

NEW!
Northern
Lights
Polar
Bear
Digital
Panel 36" x 42"

NEW! Stonehenge
Holiday Blues Fat
Quarters - 8/pkg.
277854 $29.99

277897
$16.49

NEW!
Winter Frost Blue
Fat Quarters - 6/pkg.
277896 $24.99

NEW!
Winter
Frost Blue
Panel - 42"
x 24"
277895
$11.99

8
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Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Focused Owl Pattern

This bold and beautiful design is ideal for using
large, directional prints and really putting them into
focus. Kit includes the pattern and fabric for top and
binding. Finished size is 511/2" x 811/2".
Skill Level: Easy
886145 $8.99
(Download available online)
277918 Focused Quilt Kit $99.99

NEW! ‘Twas the
Night Before Christmas Quilt Pattern
Tell a traditional Christmas tale
through whimsically designed
embroidery blocks. The pattern
includes full-size embroidery
templates to create a stunning
wall hanging. Finished size is
41" x 541/2".
Skill Level: Easy
429859 $23.99

Exclusively
Annie’s
Winter in the
Woods

Exclusively Annie’s
Through the Woods

A simple-to-stitch pattern. Kit includes pattern
and fabric to make top and binding. Finished size
is 51" x 69".
Skill Level: Easy
886144 $8.99
(Download available online)
277950 Through the Woods Quilt Kit $74.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

This exquisite
and simple-tostitch pattern
uses just 1
stunning normalsize fabric panel
and a simple
border to create
a breathtaking
scene of nature.
You can make
this beauty in an
afternoon if you
put your mind to
it! Finished size is 341/2" x 511/4".
Skill Level: Beginner
886136 $8.99
(Download available online)
277948 Scenic Snowfall Panel - 24" x
42" $10.99
277949 Winter Reflections Fabric
Pack - 1 yd navy & 1/2 yd of icy $21.99

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Sugar
& Spice Table
Topper

This sweet and sugary
table topper is perfect
for decorating your
table during the holiday
season. Finished size is
32" x 32".
Skill Level: Beginner
886148 $8.99
(Download available
online)

Fold’n Stitch Wreath Quilt Pattern

Need a pretty seasonal wreath or a unique table topper? It’s a
simple pattern that includes complete, step-by-step instructions
and a template with accompanying
photos to complete the lovely
design. Finished size is 21" in
diameter.
Skill Level: Easy
429804 $8.99
411276 In-R-Form Single Sided
Fusible Stabilizer 6" Squares 12/pkg. $8.99

NEW! Reindeer
Games Window
Pane Quilt Pattern

NEW! Simply Scarlet Quilt Pattern

This artistic quilt features a majestic cardinal that
will stand tall and proud on your wall. It’s a simpleto-stitch pattern with just enough detail to make it
really pop! Finished size is 33" x 27".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429879 $13.99

This silly quilt pattern
will bring a smile
to everyone’s face
when you put it on
your wall this holiday
season. Purchase the
embellishment pack
(sold separately), to
make your finished
product look just like
the picture. Finished
size is 25" x 40".
Skill Level: Beginner
429893 $10.99
NEW! 147871 Reindeer Games Embellishment
Set $23.99

Hexagon Tree Skirt Quilt Pattern
This tree skirt is a quick and easy project
for either modern or traditional fabrics.
Instructions are included for 3 sizes: the
small is great for a 3'–4' kid’s Christmas
tree, the medium is perfect for a 5'–7'
slim-line Christmas tree, and the large is
best for live or larger artificial trees.
Skill Level: Easy
429822 $9.99
10
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NEW! Button Snowman Table Runner Pattern

These joyful faces are perfect for displaying on your table during the winter and holiday seasons! Make
just 1 for a perfectly complementary place mat. Purchase the embellishment pack (sold separately), to
make your finished product look just like the picture. Finished size is 12" x 39".
Skill Level: Beginner
429892 $10.99
NEW! 147870 Button Snowman Embellishment Set $19.99

NEW! Christmas Pictures
Panel - 43" x 24"

277899 $11.99
NEW! 277900 Christmas
Pictures Fat Quarters - 6/pkg.
$24.99

Winter
Memories
Flannel
Panel 24" x 42"
277942
$10.99

NEW!
Christmas
Dreams
Fat
Quarters 6/pkg.
277904
$24.99

NEW! Warm Wishes Quilt Pattern

This snowman is ready for Christmas with a large
present and
holiday quilt
wrapped around
him! Designed
to hang on
metal stands,
this pattern can
be made into a
wall quilt, pillow
or even a table
topper. Finished
size is 12" x 12".
Skill Level: Easy
429861 $7.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! ‘Tis the Season Table
Runner Pattern

This eye-catching table runner will
be the center of attention at your
holiday dinners! Don’t be intimidated
by all the appliqué—instructions are
included for hand as well as fusible
techniques. Finished size is 35" x 15".
Skill Level: Easy
429867 $8.99

NEW! Modern
Window
Christmas Quilt
Pattern

Frame the Glamorous
Holiday Panel with a
faux window in this
unique pattern that
will bring a festive
glow into your home.
Finished sizes:
Small: 34" x 48"
Large: 52" x 64"
Skill Level: Easy
429890 $9.99

Glamorous
Holiday Tree
Panel 24" x 42"
277941 $10.99

Christmas Elegance Quilt Pattern

Simply use a premade panel and surround it with elegance to create
this classic project. The addition of glitter, or even some lights, would
add a real elegance and ensure you have a glamorous and gorgeous
Christmas! Includes 2 sizes: 29" x 47" and 39" x 57".
Skill Level: Easy
429836 $10.99
277855 White
Christmas Glitter
Panel - 24" x 42"
$10.99
277856 Green
Glitter Snowflakes 1-Yard Cut $15.99

412568 Twinkle
Lites - White
$11.99

Don’t forget
the twinkle
lights
12
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Pinetree Puzzle Wall Hanging
& Table Runner Pattern
Booklet

This quilt shaped like a Christmas tree
may become your only one—it’s so
beautiful and completely customizable!
3' x 41/2'
Skill Level: Intermediate
429656 $11.99
411261 Wedge Ruler $26.99
Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Big Sister Angel Quilt Pattern

NEW! The First Noel Quilt Pattern

This 32" x 44" heavenly angel design looks
more complicated to make than it is! All you
need to do is fuse the pieces to background
fabric; machine stitching finishes the edges
and provides the quilting.
Skill Level: Intermediate
494036 $13.98

This quiet and inspirational scene is a visual depiction of the
popular and famous Christmas song The First Noel. Made
using fusible appliqué, all of the templates are full-size and
ready to use! Finished size is 48" x 56".
Skill Level: Beginner
429994 $9.99

Faith, Hope, Love Wall Hanging Pattern

Celebrate your belief in faith, hope and love with this
symbolic wall hanging. Each figure has their arms spread
open to represent sharing, while the symbols for faith,
hope and love are seen within each shape. Use Splendid
Web Plus to make the 42" x 21" wall quilt.
Skill Level: Easy
421318 $10.99
(Download available online)

Angel
Band
Panel

Full panel
measures 24"
x 42" with
each of the
6 squares
measuring
approximately
101/2" x 101/2".
277898
$11.99

Holy Gathering Nativity Panel 36" x 40"
277871 $16.49
AnniesCraftStore.com

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! Navajo Wedding Basket
Quilt Pattern

This traditional-style Navajo wedding basket quilt
is truly a stunner and will make for a treasured
gift for any newly married couple. The wonderful
Southwestern design makes it stand out and is
unique from any other pattern. Finished size is 24"
in diameter.
Skill Level: Intermediate
429919 $8.99

The Centerpiece Tablemat Pattern

You’ll never have a bare table again with this
lovely octagon tablemat! Finished size is 21".
Skill Level: Easy
423522 $5.99

Gazebo Table
Topper
Pattern

Use the
handy
Hex N
More Ruler,
below,
to create
the artistic
and vibrant
pattern. Choose
coordinating colors or
simply mix and match to your heart’s content to
make a fun topper! Finished size is 201/2" x 23".
Skill Level: Easy
429833 $6.49
411015 Hex N More Ruler $23.99

Kitties All Around
Table Topper Pattern

This sweet table topper is perfect for the cat
lover in your life—even if that’s you! It features 2
versions of cuddly kitties, all ready for you to dine
in style! Finished size is 36" in diameter.
Skill Level: Intermediate
429832 $11.99

Rock Candy Table Topper Pattern

This 5" charm square friendly table topper is
perfect for mixing and matching your favorite solid
and patterned fabrics! Sample was made using 1
pack of Stonehenge Gradations Brights Sunglow,
listed below. Finished size is 201/2" x 23".
Skill Level: Easy
429251 $6.99
277072 Soho
Solid Black, 1-Yard
Cut $8.99
411026 Sidekick
Ruler $17.99
14
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NEW! Ho Ho Holly
Patterns with
Embroidery CD

Contains patterns and designs
for a table runner, mug rugs
and an adorable holly leaf
charm. Comes with a CD
containing appliqué designs for
embroidery machines. Designs
are provided in the following
file formats: ART, DST, EXP, HUS,
JEF, PES and VP3. Each design
requires a maximum 51/2" x 7"
stitching field.
Skill Level: Easy
431191 $14.99

Learn to Make
Quilted Mug
Rugs

NEW! Mug Mats Pattern & Panel

These lovely mats are ideal for a heartfelt gift for a friend or to put in
your home as a nice surprise for guests. Printed phrases (made of 100%
cotton fabric) are included with patterns to make 7 different mug
mats. Finished size is 8" x 10" each.
Skill Level: Easy
A. 429870 Quilty Fun $7.99
B. 429871 Spiritual $7.99
C. 429872 Uplifting $7.99

Now you
can create a
personalized
mug rug of your
choosing. It’s
as easy as 1, 2,
3. Pick out the
background of
your choice,
select an
appliqué motif
and decide if you’d like to add a sentiment. Includes
30 appliqués and 8 backgrounds. 48 pgs.
Skill Level: Easy
141392 $12.99
(Download available online)
140196 Bosal Fashion Fuse, 100% cotton woven
fusible interfacing, 46" x 36" $10.99
430122 Bosal Splendid Web Plus, paper-backed
fusible web adhesive, 15" x 36" $4.99
147724 Bosal Poly-Therm Fleece, 36" x 62" $9.49
AnniesCraftStore.com

NEW! Old
World
Christmas
Mug Rugs
Pattern with
Embroidery
CD

This pattern
features 4
fast and fun
“in-the-hoop"
embroidery
and sewing
projects. An
embroidery
hoop with a 51/2" x 8" stitching field
is required. Designs are provided
in the following file formats: ART,
DST, EXP, HUS, JEF, PES and VP3.
Each finished mug
rug is approximately
73/4" x 51/2".
Skill Level: Easy
431192 $14.99

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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Covered in
Truth Quilt
Pattern

Simple style
matched with
strong meaning
combine in this
quilt to inspire
and encourage.
Finished size is 61"
x 591/2".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
429820 $11.99

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Vanishing Point

Use 21/2" Jelly Roll strips to create this visually
stunning bed quilt that creates a Log Cabin-like
design. Sample made using Copper Batiks, below.
Finished size is 60" x 72".
Skill Level: Easy
886151 $8.99
(Download available online)
278132 Copper Batik Jelly Roll - 40/pkg. $47.99

NEW! Zig Zag Quilt Pattern

This handsome quilt pattern features a zigzag
front and center in a bargello-like pattern. Use
neutral colors to make a quilt that will go in any
room, or select your favorite colors to personalize
and customize the finished look. Finished size is
641/2" x 781/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429843 $8.49

Mountain Bliss
Quilt Pattern

Have a great time
stitching this easy
bed quilt that will
look perfect in any
fabric combination
and on any bed.
Throw through
King sizes included.
Skill Level: Easy
429823 $9.99

16
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NEW! Nature’s
Pearl Fat
Quarters - 7/pkg
278112 $24.99

Exclusively Annie’s
Bold & Beautiful Quilt Pattern

This striking quilt is made using 1 pack of Black
& Beiges Fat Quarters and 1 pack of 1/2 yard cuts.
Finished size is 42" x 42".
Skill Level: Beginner
886142 $8.99
(Download available online)
277959 Black & Beiges Fat Quarters 12/pkg. $39.99
277960 Black & Beiges 1/2 Yard Cuts 2/pkg. $13.99

Frame of Mind Quilt Pattern

Unique and totally versatile, this quilt pattern has
a bit of an optical illusion built in, making it even
more interesting. Includes instructions to make a
crib-, lap- and queen-size quilt.
Skill Level: Easy
429826 $8.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Exclusively Annie’s
Modern Celtic Quilt Pattern

This beginner friendly pattern can be used as a
wall quilt or table topper, the choice is yours! 311/2"
x 311/2"
Skill Level: Easy
886054 $8.99
(Download available online)
277742 Modern Celtic Stonehenge Fabric Pack
$31.99

Exclusively Annie’s
Fractured Quilt Pattern

Stack your rectangles, slash them, add sashing and
repeat. No 2 quilts will be the same. Finished size
is 49" x 65".
Skill Level: Beginner
886084 $8.99
(Download available online)

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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Quick & Easy
Quilt Designs!

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Watercolor Garden Quilt Pattern

Easy 4-piece blocks make this a fast and easy
project with lots of possibilities. Use a mixture of
large and small floral prints with solid neutrals to
really make the colors pop. Finished size is 60" x 84".
Skill Level: Beginner
886146 $8.99
(Download available online)

Exclusively Annie’s
Jelly Bean Dreamin’ Quilt Pattern

Make this quick and easy quilt using just 24 precut
21/2" strips plus yardage. You can also use 24 10"
squares if you prefer. Finished size is 54" x 60".
Skill Level: Beginner
886055 $8.99

Jiffy Quick Quilts

All 10 projects in this
book can easily be made
in a weekend and some
in a day. Eight of the 10
projects have size options.
The projects were designed
with speed in mind and are
stylish, fun and just what
the busy quilter is looking
for. 48 pgs., all color.
Skill Level: Beginner
141393 $9.99
(Download available online)
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Jelly Roll Quilts

NEW! I Taught Myself to Quilt
Dresden Designs

This unique book includes a Dresden tool
along with 6 projects to make using the
tool with full instructions.
Skill Level: Easy
429995 $17.99

18

Get 5 fun and easy quilt patterns
to make with Jelly Rolls! Use these
easy designs to turn your 21/2"
fabric strips into beautiful quilts in
no time at all. Almost every design
can be made with fewer than 50
fabric strips. See our website for
Jelly Roll collections. 16 pgs., all
color.Skill Level: Easy
141281 $9.95 Special $7.95
(Download available online)

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric
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Exclusively
Annie’s
XOXO Quilt

Exclusively Annie’s
Aztec Trails Quilt Pattern

Uses just
2 packs of
Gradations!

Use 80 coordinating 21/2" precut
strips to create the 24 blocks that make up this
stunning quilt.
Skill Level: Easy
886056 $8.99
(Download available online)
277518 Stonehenge Gradations Robin's Egg
Jelly Roll, 40/pkg. $47.99

This easy quilt
uses 54 layer
cakes and 2
yards of fabric.
Ours was made
using Ocean
View Batiks,
below. 54" x 81".
Skill Level: Easy
886141 $8.99
(Download available online)
278061 Ocean
View Layer Cake 24/pkg. $27.99
278062 Ocean View Layer Cake 42/pkg. $48.99
278063 Ocean View Blue Batik 1-Yd Cut. $15.99

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Buckle Up

This easy-to-make quilt is filled with unique blocks
that make it look like the lines are interlocking like
seat belts.
Finished
size is
50" x 60".
Skill
Level:
Easy
886150
$8.99

NEW! Mexican Stars Quilt Pattern

Exclusively Annie’s
Bittersweet Quilt Pattern

The woven effect of this quilt is achieved with
pieced blocks set on the diagonal. Wrap it around
you on a cool spring or summer evening. Finished
size is 491/4" x 62".
Skill Level: Intermediate
886135 $8.99
(Download available online)
277708 Bittersweet Fabric Pack $69.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

This dazzling quilt pattern is fun and fast to
make for
quilters of
practically
every
skill level.
Finished
size is
341/2" x
341/2".
Skill
Level:
Easy
429876
$8.49

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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More Jelly Roll Quilts

NEW! Quilting Calendar 2017

Enjoy eight inspirational patterns perfect for
weekend projects. All projects use 21/2" strips
making this your go-to book for moments when
you want to create the perfect quilt without all the
added planning and prepping. 48 pgs
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
141398 $12.99
(Download available online)

Calendar includes 12 patterns themed for each
month.
Skill Level: Beginner
141408 $8.99

T-Shirts,
Memories &
More

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Quick & Easy Quilts for Kids

Make any one of these 12 adorable baby and kid
quilt patterns in a weekend—even if you’re just
learning how to quilt! This quilt pattern book
includes: nine patch quilts, log-cabin variations,
quick and easy quilts and more. 48 pgs., all color.
Skill Level: Easy
141336 $9.95 (Download available online)
20

by Nancy Scott
Use your
treasured
T-shirts, clothes
and photos
to create
beautiful
quilts, pillows
and more with
the help of this
informationpacked book.
80 pgs., all
color.
Skill Level: Beginner to Experienced
141363 $19.95
(Download available online)

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric
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Learn something

new!

Learn Edge-to-Edge Quilting With Your
Embroidery Machine DVD
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
SAV03D $34.99 Special $29.99

NEW! Time-Saving Quilting With
Precuts DVD
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
QFV02D $24.99

Learn Easy Quilt-Marking Techniques
DVD
Skill Level: Beginner
QEV01D $19.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

Learn to Machine Quilt With
Stencils & Templates DVD
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
QBV04D $19.99

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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Whimsical panels that work

perfectly with

B

the Art Panel Quilt Pattern!
Art Panel Quilt Pattern or Panels

With the addition of a striking panel and a flange around
the edges, this simple baby quilt is taken to the next level.
Panels are 36" x 44".
Skill Level: Easy
A. 889056 Pattern $6.99
(Download available online)
B. 277541 Paul & Sheldon Panel $15.99
C. 278076 Gwyn the Penguin Panel $15.99
D. 278078 Lief the Caterpillar Panel $15.99
E. 278079 Lal the Lamb Panel $15.99

D

C

E

G

F

H
F. 278077 Gwyn the
Penguin Playmat Panel 44" x 36" $15.99
G. 278080 Lal the Lamb
Playmat Panel - 44" x 36"
$15.99
H. 278083 Sheldon the
Turtle Playmat Panel - 44"
x 36" $15.99
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Jungle Buddies Squares
Panel - 10" x 12"

Create a lovely project, from a
heartfelt wall hanging to sweet
pillows, with this panel that
features 5" x 5" squares.
277993 $8.99
Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Cute Quilts

NEW! Dig
It Panel
- 221/2" x
40"

for kids!

278014
$11.99

Good Nite Train
Quilt Pattern

NEW! Hootsville Row Quilt Pattern

Grab your scrap bin and start appliquéing! This
pattern is a real hoot, and you will have so much fun
mixing and matching scraps to make these owls.
Move the eyes around to create a fun Brady Bunch–
family style of owls! Finished size is 27" x 36".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429851 $9.49

Tractor Quilt Pattern

This strip-pieced quilt pattern makes a fun quilt
that’s perfect for any child. Includes 3 sizes—wall,
crib and lap.
Skill Level: Easy
421552 $9.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

This twin-size,
beginner-friendly
quilt is ideal for
stitching together
for that sweet little
one in your life that
loves trains! Full-size
appliqué templates
are included. Finished
size is 62" x 86".
Skill Level: Easy
429821 $9.99

NEW! Give a Dog a Bone Baby Quilt Pattern

This pieced pattern includes a 3-D floppy ear and
tail to add interest. Finished size is 40" x 52".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429901 $9.49

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! Lucky Ducks Quilt Pattern

These darling ducks are made with dimensional bills
and wings. Finished size is 381/2" x 411/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429903 $9.49

NEW! Night Owl Baby Quilt Pattern

Ruffled feathers, rickrack and a pieced binding
make up this adorable owl quilt perfect for a
baby’s room. Finished size is 371/2" x 411/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429996 $9.49

NEW! Ellie Quilt Pattern

This appliqué elephant quilt is tons of fun! Finished
size is 40" x 48".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429877 $15.99

NEW! Holy Cow Baby Quilt Pattern

This darling quilt features dimensional cows.
Finished size is 371/2" x 431/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429918 $9.49

Exclusively Annie’s
Bobo Baby
Elephants

Create this one-of-a-kind
quilt for that precious
new little one in your life.
Finished size is 44" x 54".
Skill Level: Easy
886138 Pattern $8.99
(Download available
online)
277979 Panel 24" x 42" $11.99

24
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Bobo Panel
is required
to make this
pattern.

Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Our favorite
4-legged friends!

An
Annie's
Exclusive

A

NEW! Feline
Fine Panel

Full panel
measures
24" x 43" and is
made of 100%
cotton fabric.
278006 $10.99
NEW! 278007
Feline Fine Fat
Quarters - 5/pkg.
$16.99

Doggy in the
Window Panel
or Fat Quarters

Adopt these
adorable dogs for
your next quilt
project. Full panel
measures 24" x 42"
and is made of 100%
cotton.
277729 Panel
$10.99
277730 Fat
Quarters, 6/pkg.
$23.99

The Ziggy Quilt Pattern

This patchwork quilt was inspired by my very own
dachschund. Such a great scrap-busting project.
Finished quilt dimensions are 56" x 61".
Skill Level: Intermediate
429748 $11.99

Doggie Diaries Panel 24" x 18"
278036 $8.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

Fantastic Felines Panel 24" x 18"
278037 $8.99

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! Cosmic Fusion Green/Teal

277964 Fat Quarters - 10/pkg. $38.99
277965 Jelly Roll - 40/pkg. $47.99

NEW! Mosaic Plume Quilt Pattern

The simple and traditional-style border makes this a great
pattern to use over and over again with different panels and
fabric colors. Finished size is 56" x 76".
Skill Level: Intermediate
420036 $9.99
NEW! 278108 Mosaic Plume Panel 24" x 44" $11.99

NEW!
Patchwork
Quilt
Patterns

NEW! Fancy Forest Quilt Pattern

This sampler quilt has two size options.
67" x 91" uses 40 fat quarters. 35" x 47"
uses 10 fat quarters.
Skill Level: Intermediate
420045 $23.99
26

Each design
can be made
with scraps
making them
great stash
busters!
Skill Level:
Intermediate
A. 429880
Dagwood Quilt
Pattern 35" x
33" $15.99
B. 429881
Hoot Quilt
Pattern
29" x 33"
$15.99

NEW! Cosmic Fusion Purple/Blue

277966 Fat Quarters - 10/pkg. $38.99
277967 Jelly Roll - 40/pkg. $47.99

A

B

Great
Stash
Busters!
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Connect with us on
Facebook.com

NEW!
Batiks
at their
Best Quilt
Pattern

This great
pattern
includes 4
amazing
layouts that
give you
plenty of
options and
inspiration!
Use batiks to
really make
the designs
pop. Finished size of each layout option is 54" x 67".
Skill Level: Easy
429882 $9.99

NEW!
Rio Bali Batik

278001 Fat Quarters, 10/pkg. $36.99

Everglade Bali
Batik

277987 Fat Quarters,
10/pkg. $36.99

Stonehenge
Gradations
Robin’s Egg

Stonehenge Gradations Slate

277507 Charm Pack, 42/pkg. $13.99

277517 Fat Quarters,
8/pkg. $31.99

Stonehenge Gradations Blue Planet
277510 Jelly Roll, 40/pkg. $47.99
277511 Charm Pack, 42/pkg. $13.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Artisan Spirit
Shimmer Reflections

276964 Charm Pack, 42/pkg. $14.99
276965 Layer Cake, 42/pkg. $47.99

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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Learn to Quilt
With Panels

by Carolyn S. Vagts
Explore the endless possibilities
that fabric panels offer with the
helpful information and how-tos
here. This information-packed
book shows you many options
for creating original quilt
designs quickly and easily just by
incorporating whole preprinted
fabric panels or partial panels.
80 pgs., all color.
Skill Level: Easy
141372 $14.99
(Download available online)

Curious Cat Panel 24" x 43"
278031 $10.99

Things Quilters Really Think II Panel 24" x 18"
278035 $8.99

NEW! Frosty Fun
Panel 24" x 22"
277996 $7.99

All Aboard Fabric Panel
24" x 43"
278028 $10.99
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Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Hear Our
Prayer Panel
24" x 18"

278034 $8.99

Family Rules Panel 24" x 42"
278026 $10.99

The
Lord’s
Prayer
Panel
18" x 24"

Words of
Comfort Panel
24" x 18"
278032 $8.99

425905
$8.99

Words to
Live By
Panel

Incorporate this
inspirational
panel into a
quilt pattern or
use it to make
wall hangings
or a small book.
Panel measures
24" x 43" and is
made of 100%
cotton.
277734
$10.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Down on

the farm!

Green Mountain
Farm

277876 Panel 24" x 43" $10.99
277877 Scenic - 1-Yard
Cut $15.99
277878 Fat Quarters 6/pkg. $23.99

NEW! Tractor Panel 221/2" x 40"

278013 $11.99

Headin’
Home Blue
Scenic
Panel 24" x 43"
278030
$10.99

Quilt Trails
Landscape

278044
Panel - 42" x 24"
$10.99
278045 Fat
Quarters 5/pkg. $18.99
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Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Quilt the

Great
Outdoors

NEW! Bear Picnic Quilt Pattern

Cabin Rules Panel

277988 24" x 42" $10.99

This rustic, quick and easy quilt features
pine trees, a cabin, black bears and
more, ensuring you can bring a bit of
the outdoors in. It pairs perfectly with
the Bear Paws Panel and fat quarters.
Finished size is 64" x 76".
Skill Level: Easy
429886 $9.99
NEW! Bear Paws This sweet
collection features beehives, bear paws
and dainty flowers in autumnal colors.
Made of 100% cotton fabric.
278114 Panel - 22" x 43" $11.99
278115 Fat Quarters - 8/pkg. $27.99
278130 Charm Pack - 42/pkg. $13.99

NEW!
Alpine
Trails Quilt
Pattern

Bear Creek Cabins
Quilt Pattern

The camper, hunter
or outdoorsman (or
outdoorswoman!) will adore
this quilt. Display it in a cabin
or snuggle under it to remind
yourself of great times spent
outdoors. Finished size is
48" x 561/4".
Skill Level: Easy
429830 $10.49
AnniesCraftStore.com

This patchwork
quilt features
majestic bears
against a
cozy green
and brown
background
with yellow
and red
interspersed
throughout.
Finished size
is 83" x 89"
Skill Level:
Easy
420033
$9.99

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! Readers are Leaders Panel 18" x 22"

278090 $8.99

Music Makes My Heart
Sing Wall Hanging
Pattern

See our
website for
quilt stands
and hangers!

Easy piecing, appliqué and a
bit of embroidery make this fat
quarter friendly quilt a snap to put
together. It will fit on any 12" quilt stand. 12" x 14"
Skill Level: Easy
429637 $8.99

NEW!
The Music
in Me Fat
Quarters
278113
$19.99

Music Staff of Life Panel 18" x 24"
425374 $8.99

Play Your Song
Panel 24" x 43"
277873 $10.99

Quantities
are limited!
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NEW!
Northwoods
Door Knob
Greeters
Quilt Pattern

A

Includes
patterns for two
festive door
knob greeters.
Each finished
greeter is 20"H.
Skill Level:
Beginner
429891
$10.99
147869
Embellishment
set
$9.99

B
NEW! Ho Ho
Ho Wreath
Pattern

NEW! Ornament Sewing
Pattern w/Button Pack

Make your Christmas just a bit
more joyful with these festive
ornaments.
Skill Level: Easy
A. 359170 Joy & Sled $21.99
B. 359171 Candy Cane
Cardinal & Lit Snowman $21.99

This festive
wreath is supersimple to make.
Finished size is
32" in diameter.
Skill Level:
Beginner
429896
$10.99
147874
Embellishment
set $19.99

Christmas Trees Pattern

Make these zigzag-stitched trees with batting
and festive Christmas fabric! Embellish with
buttons, beads, crystals or fairy lights—just
insert the lights through your zigzag stitches.
Pattern gives directions for making trees in 2
sizes. Use 1 roll of Katahdin Pre-cut Batting,
below, to make both sizes.
Skill Level: Intermediate
353521 $8.99
411246 Katahdin On-A-Roll,
21/2" x 25 yds. $11.99

Trim the Tree: Christmas
Ornaments to Stitch

Included are full-size templates
and complete, easy-to-follow
directions for making 55
ornaments. 64 pgs., all color.
Skill Level: Beginner
to Intermediate
151064 $11.99
(Download available online)

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Christmas Trio
of Pot Holders
Pattern

These adorable
pot holders have
a crisscross design
that forms a pocket
in front to protect
your hands from
the heat. Use fat
quarters and a few
embellishments to
make these quick,
easy and functional
gifts. Finished size
is 11" x 81/2".
Skill Level: Easy
353118 $8.99

Allie Cats Hot Pad Pattern

Happy Holidays
Potholders & Tea Towels
Sewing Pattern
Pot holders are 9" in diameter.
Skill Level: Easy
359161 $8.99

Give your kitchen decor some added fun and color with these
adorable hot
pads! The pattern
includes all the
pattern pieces
and instructions
to sew up hot
pads or mug rugs
that will really be
the cat’s meow!
7" x 91/2" each,
excluding ears.
Skill Level: Easy
353178 $6.99

Who Owl Pot
Holders Pattern

Use these fat quarter-friendly
pot grabbers to pull out dishes
from the oven, microwave or
stovetop! They’re so easy to
make that you can sew up a
bunch in no time.
Skill Level: Easy
350025 $7.99

Morning Star Hot Pad

This hot pad can be round, hexagon or square. The 8-page pattern is
full color and includes a pattern to cut a ruler out of template plastic,
or make this pattern even easier with the Half-Hexi ruler (see our
website). The pattern has a foundation template that makes putting
the layers together very simple and measures the layers equally.
Includes one template, extras available below.
Skill Level: Easy
359117 $13.49
411274 Morning Star Interfacing Templates, 12/pkg. $17.99
34
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CUSTOMER
FAVORITE!

InsulBright™

391005
1 yard x 45"
$9.99

Connect with us on Facebook.com

NEW! Ergo Mitt Sewing Pattern

Stand Mixer Cover Sewing Pattern

Keep your mixer dust free with this handy
contoured cover complete with two pockets to
hold mixer attachments, cooking utensils, recipe
cards and more. Great for beginners! Cover is
designed to fit all KitchenAid® stand mixers.
Skill Level: Beginner
359114 $11.99

A

This oven mitt is ergonomically designed to fit
your hand correctly so the tip of your thumb
doesn’t dip into the food while you’re retrieving
that hot dish from the oven. The back-of-hand side
is convex so your hand can slip in and out quickly
and easily. Includes right- and left-hand options, as
well as sizing for average- and large-size hands.
Skill Level: Easy
359164 $9.49

B

Puppy Sewing Patterns

Quick and easy placemats or hot pads that are perfect for gift-giving!
Skill Level: Easy
A. 359158 Hot Dogs Hot Pad Sewing Pattern - Finished size is approximately 8" x 51/2" $6.49
NEW! B. 359180 Puppy Party Sewing Pattern - Finished size of each place mat is approximately
15" x 12" $8.99

Micro-Safe Hot Holders Pattern

These bowls keep your hands safe when
removing items from your microwave. Pattern
gives directions for 61/2", 91/2" and 12" bowls.
You must use 100% cotton supplies including
bias binding to use safely
in microwave.
Skill Level: Intermediate
353104 $9.99
(Download available
online)

AnniesCraftStore.com
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NEW! Checker
Tote Bag
Sewing Pattern

NEW! Maxwell Bag Sewing Pattern

This sweet patchwork tote makes for a great carryall
project bag. There are pockets on the outside and inside
to hold small as well as larger projects, and the handles
are soft yet sturdy. The pattern offers a pieced version or
an all-in-one version. Finished size is 13" x 17".
Skill Level: Intermediate
359177 $9.99

NEW! BF (Best Friend)
Bag Sewing Pattern

Grab a pack of Jelly Roll
strips and settle in for some
quality time with your best
sewing friend! Just 40 (21/2")
strips make 2 quilt-as-yougo bags, so you can make
matching totes for you and
your bestie! Finished size is
11"W x 111/2"H x 4"D.
Skill Level: Easy
359173 $8.49

Lauren’s Bag
Sewing Pattern

This sweet bag
pattern includes 2
zipper pockets on
the back, 2 roomy,
pleated packets
on the front, slip
pockets that line the
inside of both walls,
and an adjustable
handle for
shoulder or
crossbody
wear. Finished
size is 12"W x
101/2"H x 4"D.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
359148
$8.99
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This sweet tote,
which is Jelly Roll
friendly, is perfect
for everything
from shopping
excursions to just
an average day out
with friends. The
larger size ensures
you’ll fit everything
you need without
it being too bulky.
Finished size is 14"W x 20"H x 6"D.
Skill Level: Easy
359168 $8.99
(Download available online)

NEW! Capri
Carryall Sewing
Pattern

This easy-to-stitch
bag pattern is ideal
for the woman who
loves the space
of a stylish tote
without sacrificing
organization and
utility. There are 6
inside pockets for
storing your phone,
wallet and any other essentials, and the no-snag
bottom ensures you’ll have a blast showing it
off! Finished size is 11"W at top x 131/2"H x 4"D.
Skill Level: Intermediate
359184 $9.99

Bar Harbor Tote Sewing Pattern

This tote pattern is a must for every woman
on the go! Make it from a single fabric (4
yds), 2 fabrics (2 yds each) or several—you
can’t go wrong!
Finished sizes:
Medium: 16"W x 13"H x
6"D
Large: 18"W x 13"H
x 6"D
Skill Level:
Intermediate
359163
$8.99

Connect with us on Facebook.com

NEW! The Beatle Bag Sewing Pattern

Fox & Owl Cell Phone & Eyeglass
Holders Sewing Pattern

With 2 template sizes, the smaller case is great for
the iPhone 5 and 6 or reading glasses, and the larger
case works for the iPhone 6 plus or sunglasses. They
will fit most other types of phones as well. There’s
even a handy pocket on the back for your driver’s
license, cash, credit card, etc.
Skill Level: Easy
359162 $8.99

Sew on the go with this handy bag that can hold
all of your stitching essentials. You can even use it
as a stylish makeup bag for your travels. Use just
2 fat quarters plus some yardage to complete this
design. Finished size is 11" x 20".
Skill Level: Intermediate
359176 $19.99

NEW! Thread
Catcher
Plus Sewing
Pattern

This thread
catcher is also
an organizer for
practically every
notion you need
to use as you’re
stitching up a
storm. Best of
all, it uses just
2 fat quarters!
Finished size is 13" in total length; the basket
portion is 61/2"H x 5" in diameter, and it hangs
approximately 10" down from the top of a table;
pincushion portion is 4" x 3".
Skill Level: Easy
359172 $8.49

Wall
Buckets
Sewing
Pattern

Fat quarterfriendly
buckets to
hold all of
your odds
'n' ends.
Instructions
included for 2
sizes.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
359165
$9.49

NEW! Wedge Tote Sewing Pattern

Rollie Pollie
Organizer
Sewing Pattern

The Rollie Pollie
is an all-purpose
organizer featuring
4 detachable, zipped
pouches that all roll
up into a secure little
package. Instructions
included for 3 sizes.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
359132 $8.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

This oh-so-handy tote opens up to become your
personal ironing pad so you can stitch and sew
on the go! When it’s folded up, it’s a chic and
fashionable handbag, and when you lay it all out,
you have a clever workspace. It’s ideal for a class or
retreat. Heatresistant
lining is
included.
Finished size:
7" x 6" x 51/2"
Skill Level:
Beginner
359169
$14.99

sewing p at te rn s
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NEW! Maui Glam Bag Sewing Pattern

These zippered bags are perfect for everything from everyday
use to using as unique makeup bags as you travel. They’re
large enough to store all your essentials, while small enough to
fit into a larger bag. Finished size is 11"W x 7"H x 3"D.
Skill Level: Easy
359183 $9.99

NEW! Ultimate Travel Bag Sew Pattern

This functional bag includes a comfortable, padded and
adjustable carrying strap and quick-grab side handles, as
well as a handy strap across the back to help secure the
bag to rolling luggage. With a zippered and slip pockets on
the front, back and ends, as
well as a fully zippered
pocket and 3 more
slip pockets inside,
this bag will
keep everything
organized and
close at hand.
Finished size
is 181/2"W
x 133/4"H x
8"D.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
359186 $9.99

NEW! Pack It In! Sewing Pattern

Constructed of lightweight mesh and fabric quilted to
ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable, these cases hold their shape
and are perfect for sorting and separating items for
travel as well as storage. Includes 3 sizes.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
359187
$9.99
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Wheelchair & Walker Carryall &
Carrier Bag Pattern

This carryall or carrier bag hangs over the
rail of either a wheelchair or a walker for
easy storage to and from. The carryall
has ties while the carrier has straps that
attach with Velcro®. Carryall is 15" x 201/2";
carrier bag is 121/2" x 9".
Skill Level: Beginner
KS3927 $12.99

ByAnnie’s Soft & Stable™

Give a professional finish to your
projects with this lightweight
stabilizer. Use it in place of batting or
other stabilizers when making purses
and bags. Made of easy-to-sew 100%
polyester foam. Washer and dryer safe.
140154 White, 18" x 58" $13.99
140166 Black, 18" x 58" $13.99
140155 White, 36" x 58" $21.99
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Double Green
Shopping Bag Pattern

Every time you use this
bag you will know
that there are 2
less pairs of jeans
and thousands
less plastic bags
in a land fill. This
pattern makes a
great excuse for a
party. Invite your
friends to bring
their old jeans and
get together for a Double Green
sewing bash! Finished sizes are 111⁄2"W x
121⁄2"H or 121⁄2"W x 131⁄2"H.
Skill Level: Easy
355740 $9.99

Connect with us on Facebook.com

Chubby Tubbies Sewing
Pattern

The 4 different sizes in this pattern are
perfect for stitching up totes to store
all your favorite things or for keeping
toiletries safe and secure when you’re
traveling. Pattern includes sizes 4"H,
5"H, 6"H and 7"H.
Skill Level: Easy
359139 $9.99

Fobio Sewing
Pattern

Grab your favorite
scraps and bright
zippers and make a
few of these handy
fobs. Pattern includes
2 sets of nickel key fob
hardware, size 11/4". Each
finished fob measures
11/4" x 6".
Skill Level: Easy
359109 $13.49

Sweetpea Pods Sewing Pattern
These super-easy and quick-to-make
pods sit open for easy access and easily
close to keep all your little treasures
safe and secure. Just 2 zippers and 2
(10") squares will make 2 pods. Each
measures 3" x 6".
Skill Level: Easy
359107 $9.99

Zipper Pulls - Candy
Color Mix
147854 $8.99

14" Zipper

147847 Marshmallow $1.49
NEW! 147866 Black $1.49
NEW! 147868 Navy $1.49

22" Zipper

147848 Marshmallow $1.99
NEW! 147867 Black $1.99

NEW! Zip It Up! Sewing Pattern

These streamlined zippered organizers feature an
outer quilted pocket, plus inner pockets made for
mesh and vinyl for easy visibility of contents. Each
pocket has a zippered closure so you won’t have to
worry about things falling out.
Finished sizes:
Small: 10"W x 81/2"H x 1"D
Large: 14"W x 111/2"H x 1"D
Skill Level: Intermediate
359185 $9.99

NEW! Bubbly Bags Sewing Pattern

Tuck a wine bottle, some sparkling grape juice or
another gift into one of these special, handmade
gift bags to thank your host in style. Easy to make
at the last minute with just 2 fabrics and colorful
zipper handles, you can add a simple appliqué or
optional corkscrew pocket to make it even more
personal. Includes 3 sizes.
Skill Level: Easy
359181 $9.49
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Wonder Clips

These clips are perfect for working with
heavy fabrics or sewing layers, such as
handles onto handbags or bindings. Clip
base is flat for feeding to presser foot.
411211 5-Color Assortment, 10/pkg. $6.99
411212 5-Color Assortment, 50/pkg. $32.99
390751 Wonder Clips, 10/pkg. $6.99

Mini Wonder Clips Red &
Blue

Theses small clips are perfect for
doing miniature patchwork, doll
clothes and all work
that requires holding
pieces together in
tight sections.
411281 Red & Blue,
20/pkg. $12.99

Perfect Binding Miter

Place this clever 2" x 2" plastic
gauge on each corner, mark a
line through the 1⁄4", 3/8" or 1⁄2"
diagonal slot in the gauge, then
sew on the line. It’s easy to get a
perfect 45° angle every time.
413017 $4.98

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

The Binding Tools

These clear acrylic tools are designed
to bring together the last 2 pieces of binding
in a perfect mitered seam. Simply make just 2 measurements and
2 cuts with these acrylic tools. The easy instructions are printed on
the tools. Binding Tool is 81/2" x 21/2"; Mini Tool is 5" x 2".
392500 $9.99
411061 The Mini Binding Tool $7.99

Quilting Basting
Brights

The Ultimate
Binding Guide!

These easy-to-see
bright safety
pins are
anodized
to prevent
snagging
and are rust
resistant. 200
pieces.
411073 $10.49

Just follow the stepby-step instructions
illustrated with
large diagrams
to make perfect
bindings every
time! Laminated
for durability. 81⁄2"
x 11"
192500 $5.98

The Binding Thingy

Quick Easy Mitered-Binding
Tool

Get perfect mitered corners without having to slip
stitch the corners shut! It’s so simple! This 4" tool
comes with complete illustrated directions.
413700 $9.98
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This tool eliminates
the frustrations
with how to make
corners square.
Create a mock
binding with
perfectly mitered
90° corners.
Instructions are
included.
413011 $21.99
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Peel ‘n Stick Ruler Tape

Quilters Ruler Handle

Use this removable adhesive ruler
tape for precision measuring
and cutting. Printed with inch
marks and metric markings, it
is perforated and repeats in 12"
segments. 1/2" x 10 yd. roll
147029 $3.99

Finger guides in the handle make it easy
to position and comfortable to hold, even
during the longest cutting session. Made
of durable plastic.
390831 $4.99

Petal Shapes Ruler

Whether you are adding
1 flower or 10 to your
project, you will have the
petals cut out in no time
with this tool. Piece together
8 petals side by side for a full
flower. It will make Dresden
petals from
1" to 5".
411113 $6.99

See our
website for
a how-to
video!
Simply Crazy
Quilt Template

Quilt Sticks™
Squares

The 21/2" x 21/2" square is great for cutting
mini charm squares from Jelly Roll strips, and the
5" x 5" and 10" x 10" squares are perfect for cutting
charm squares and Layer Cakes, respectively.
411257 $19.99

Quilt Sticks™ Starter Kit

Kit includes one each of the following: 11/2", 2",
21/4", 21/2", 3", 31/2" and 5".
411057 $58.99

TrueCut TrueGrips

Enhance your tools with these
adhesive non-slip pads. 15/pkg.
390738 $5.99
Special $4.99

NEW! Diamond Wedding Ruler Set 6/pkg.

Use these templates to cut the segments needed
to create diamond wedding ring quilts. These
angles work with the Creative Grids 60° ruler. Cut
the curves with a 45mm or 60mm rotary cutter.
411284 $29.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Take all the work
out of cutting
odd-shaped Crazy
Quilt patches with
this acrylic 5" x
6" rotary cutting
tool. Complete
instructions are
included.
413709 $7.99

EZ Dresden Ruler
A simple wedge
tool helps you cut
wedges for any size
Dresden Plate or
Grandmother’s Fan
quilt. Make quick and
easy pointed tops or
rounded tops with
this simple tool! It’s
made of clear acrylic
with black markings
from 1" to 8".
411083 $7.99

Companion
Angle™ Ruler

Use this great
tool to cut
quartersquare triangles, such as the goose in the Flying
Geese block or the hourglass triangles in the
Hourglass blocks.
411074 $12.49
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DESCRIPTION

Pricing effective through Dec. 15, 2016

❒

All customs, duties and brokerage fees
are the customer’s responsibility.

Canadian Shipping . . . . . . . . . Add $10

$45.01 and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.99

$20.01 to $45  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.99

$10.01 to $20  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.99

PRICE EACH
TOTAL

A

Order online at AnniesCraftStore.com

Available online at AnniesCraftStore.com

RUSH SERVICE:

TOTAL

TX resident add 8.25% to line A
IN resident add 7% to line A
Canada resident add 5% to line A

Sales Tax

Subtotal

Canada
add $10

Shipping (Use chart above.)

Merchandise Total

CALL (800) 582-6643

M–F: 7 a.m.–9 p.m. CT; Sat.: 7 a.m.–5 p.m. CT; Sun.: 9 a.m.–5 p.m. CT

Personalization for Labels: Please print name as desired in Description box (up to 26 letters/spaces). 

ITEM #

Signature (for credit card orders)

❒
$5.01 to $10  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.99

Up to $5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.99

Shipping & Processing
❸
USA
Surface

your email address
Enter your email address here to receive confirmation when your order is shipped and alerts
about new products and special offers from Annie’s.

Mail to: Big Sandy, TX 75755-9400

1 Annie Lane

❒

your phone number

Exp.
Date

Account
Number:

❒

❷ Payment Method:
❒ Check ❒ Money Order

For questions regarding your order,
please send an email to
customer_service@
AnniesCatalog.com
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Or call (800) 282-6643, Mon.–Fri.,
8 a.m.–7 p.m. CT, Sat., 7 a.m.–5 p.m.
CT and Sun., 9 a.m.–5 p.m. CT
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
If you need to return or exchange
an item, complete the back side
of packing slip and return with
unused merchandise for replacement, exchange or refund.

Customer Service

Daytime Phone
(In case we have questions about
your order.)

Zip

State

City

Address Line 2

Address Line 1

Name

Ship to: (If different)

1 AnniesCraftStore.com
2 (800) 582-6643
3 Order by mail

3 Great Ways to Order!

Bobbini Bobbin
Holders

Able to fit on all brands of
home sewing and embroidery
thread spools, these bobbin
holders are made of quality
rubber that adjusts to any
spool diameter. 12/pkg.
147824 $11.99

Tulip Bobbin
Clamps

These functional rubber
pieces will grip your
bobbins as you sew,
keeping them secure
even as it runs out. 12/
pkg.
147823 $12.99

Stack ‘N
Store
Bobbin
Tower

Neatly
organize
up to 30
bobbins.
Holds
any type
of bobbin
and secures
threads—no more
tangles! Bobbins not included.
145093 $15.99

Needle Beetle
LED Threader

This little cutie places modern LED
lighting, ergonomic design and
plain common sense
into an ageless
needle threader.
Threader,
cutter and LED are
included; colors may vary.
147860 $4.99

Peels Spool Huggers

Extra Large
Bobbin Box

Turn a box of bobbins
upside down and
nothing falls out! Foam
gripper cushion holds 28
standard-size bobbins.
Bobbins and threaders
not included. 41/2" x 6"
147047 $5.98
141091 2/pkg. $11.99

These handy little huggers
will keep your thread from
unwinding and can fit on all
brands of thread spools. 12/pkg.
147833 $11.99

Thread Snip

These small scissors
are perfect for quick
and accurate cuts. The
extra-sharp tip allows
for precise trimming,
and the arch spring
and soft grip make
cutting comfortable
on your hands. An end
cap on the sharp end
is included; colors may
vary. Measures 5"L.
147861 $4.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

CUSTOMER
FAVORITE!

Bobbin Wraps

Exclusively
at
Annie’s!

Use these handy wraps to
keep bobbins from unwinding.
Multiple colors, so you can
match your bobbin threads.
24/pkg., assorted colors.
148000 2 pkgs. $3.99
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CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Sewing Edge

Attach this repositionable vinyl
stop-strip on your machine.
Easily guide your fabric along
strip for accurate seams. It fits
all machines and leaves no
adhesive residue. 5/pkg.
395001 $4.95

Undo Double Tip Seam Ripper

Includes 2 seam rippers with one handle, a small on one side of the
handle and a medium on the other. The ergonomic handle flexes for
better reach, making it easier on your wrists. The rippers are made
from high-quality hardened steel blades, which are protected by
easy-to-remove caps.
147846 $13.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Seam Measure Guide

Can’t see line markings on your
throat plate—or they’re in
metric? End frustration with this
adhesive-backed seam guide.
Sticks to any sewing machine.
31/2" x 5"
164275 $4.49

Third Hand

Speed up hemming and handsewing. Clamp attaches to
table. Holds fabric taut for even
stitching. Holds thread ends to
make cords.
146919 $7.98
Special $5.99

6-in-1
Stick-nStitch Guide

This reusable seam
guide will be your go-to tool for
making perfect stitches! Use it
for straight stitching, stitching
quilting strips, outer curves,
inner curves, and topstitching.
147807 $11.49
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33/8" Surgical Steel Seam Ripper

Sharp microscopic teeth cut like saws. Keep safe in plastic storage
case, included.
146686 $4.99
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Seams Sew Fast™ Quilt
Strip-Piecing Guide

Seams Sew
Fast

Automatically feed strips through
machine and ensure seam
allowances are straight and
accurate. Adjustable clear-plastic
guide fastens to machine bed.
391023 $12.48

Cast Iron
Cone Thread Stand

With this cast iron thread stand, you can use
larger, more economical cone threads on
your home sewing machine. The thread stand
allows the thread to unwind easily without
tangling, and because it's made of cast iron,
the thread stand will not easily tip over. 41/2"wide base.
287925 $8.48
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Thread Heaven

Eliminates tangles, knots and
frustration on all handwork.
Eliminates “drag” on metallic
threads. Acid-free, hypo
allergenic—won’t melt. 1" square
807410 $3.99
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Connect with us on
Facebook.com

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Batting Together™

Now you can fuse 2 or more
pieces of batting together,
quickly and easily, to get just
the size you need. Just lay your
batting edges together and
press the tape over the 2 edges.
390736 3/4" x 10 yds. $4.49
390737 3/4" x 10 yds. $8.49
390785 11⁄2" x 100 yds. $47.99

Invisi-Grip™

Stop rulers and mats from
slipping. Just cut and smooth
this clear grip onto the
underside of ruler or template.
121/2" x 36" roll.
418949 $6.88

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

1/4" Quilting Foot with
Guide Blade

Keep your 1/4" seams straight
with this handy quilting foot!
Blade is on the right side. Snapon 1/4" foot with guide blade.
106800 $12.49

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Quilter’s Magic Wand

An accurate 1/2" wide ruler with
etched 1/4" line running down
the middle is great for marking
and measuring where accuracy
is needed.
390775 $6.49

Quilters Dream Cotton
Natural Select Frast-Site
Batting

Quilt like a dream with this
100% pure cotton batting. With
no scrim, glues or binders, you’ll
be able to make a lovely project
without worrying about any
harsh chemicals in the batting.
46" x 36"
411202 $10.99

DoubleSided
Fusible
Batting

Batting
includes a
heat-sensitive
adhesive on both sides that
creates a stabilizing bond
to any fabric. Use in quilts,
garments, handbags, crafts
and accessories. Washable and
dryable. 45" x 36"
390841 $17.99

Restoration
Fabric
Restorer

Placemat Craft Packs

$9.99 each
Use these double-sided,
fusible and machine washable
interfacings to create place mats
quickly. 13" x 18" rectangles or
16" round. 4/pkg.
140209 Rectangles
140210 Round

Eliminate odors,
yellowing
and most
stains while
brightening
dingy linens,
textiles, antique
quilts and
more. 2-pound canister. No air
shipments.
501009 $19.99

Fussy Cut Templates
Clover Quick Circle
Yo-Yo Makers

Insert your fabric into the maker,
cut around it and stitch through
the holes to make a perfect
yo-yo.
513170 Large, 13/4" $5.99
513207 Jumbo, 31/2" $8.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Ensure your designs are centered! Templates include 1/4"
frosted seam allowances on all 4
edges so you know exactly what
the finished square will look like.
Includes 5 square, transparent,
acrylic templates from 21/2" x
21/2" to 61/2" x 61/2".
411265 $19.99
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Pressing Matters!
Here’s everything you need
to iron with perfection!
Oliso® Pro™ Smart Iron

Touch the handle and the iron lowers. Take your hand off
the iron, and the scorchguards lift the iron off the board.
Both feature 12.7 oz side fill tank, stainless steel soleplate
and flat pressing surface.
140220 $199.99
Special $169.99

Iron Cord
Holder

Cure annoying
“dragging”
cords. Clamps
onto ironing
board. Spring
holds cord out
of way, yet
flexes when
ironing. Fits
any board.
Folds flat. 16"
265809 $15.99

Smartek 4"
Mini Iron

Though
small in
size this
mini
iron is
just right for seams, tight spots,
quilting, crafting and more.
5-foot-long cord.
266022 $11.49

Iron
Caddy

Designed
to withstand
temperatures up
to 410°F, this iron caddy
can really take the heat—no
cooling is necessary! There’s also
a separate pocket in the lid for
the cord.
147701 $12.99
46

Ironing
Blanket
Travel Steam Iron

Don’t let the size of this iron fool
you; it is small, but it is mighty!
It’s strong enough for everyday
use at home and lightweight
enough to take along with
you to quilting classes or while
traveling. This iron, with its
tiny nonstick soleplate, will get
into places bigger irons can’t
reach. It includes dual voltage
for overseas travel, as well as a
travel bag.
147805 $32.99

NEW! Hot Ruler

This ruler will help you to
finish every in-progress piece
you have. The unique, nonslip
surface helps to hold fabric in
place, and the nylon fiberboard
is heat resistant and can be
pressed with a dry or steam iron.
It measures 21/2" x 10" with basic
ruler markings.
147840 $19.99
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Iron safely on a table, counter,
dryer or any flat surface! Heatreflecting, scorch-resistant
cover allows fabric to absorb all
the heat. Folds for storage and
travel. 281/4" x 213/4"
142170 $17.99

Iron Finger

Multi-purpose, heat-resistant
pressing tool for use at the iron.
Use the spatula end for finger
pressing and point turning. Use
handle as seam roll to press
seams open. Press with or
without an iron.
417802 $15.99

Connect with us on
Facebook.com

See our
website for
a how-to
video!
5" Hexagon Quilting
Template

Use this template to cut
perfect hexagons ranging in
size from 1" to 5". It’s great for
quilting or sewing.
411093 $8.99

Apliquick®™
Microserrated Scissors

Serrated for gripping
fabric, these small scissors
are great cutting small
appliqué pieces. They
glide smoothly through
your material without
catching or fraying.
41/4" long.
411215
$38.99

Apliquick®™ Rods

These ingenious tools are
used to steady appliqué
pieces as you cut them and
apply stabilizer. Each of the 2
tools is 73/4"L; instructions are
included.
411214 $44.99

Roll A Pattern

Trace multi-sized patterns
quick ’n’ easy. Combines felt-tip
marker with a rubber wheel.
Glides over tracing material. Ink
is permanent.
113138 30/pkg. $11.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

NEW! Supersize 5-in-1 Sliding Gauge

This extra-long, 11" sliding gauge makes it easy
to accurately position grainlines, measure deep
hems, position trims, create large circles
and even measure distances. Use it for
spacing and marking buttonholes, seam
allowance gauge, hem gauge, as a circle
compass or as a T gauge.
411282 $19.49

Fiskars 45mm Rotary Cutter - Pink Triangle

This rotary works for right- or left-handed quilters, and the sharp,
long-lasting blade will make your quilting and sewing experience
that much more enjoyable! It has a blade guard that stays locked in
place until a button is pressed, and
the blade is easily changed out
in no time. Uses a 5mm blade
for general projects.
411279 $19.99
CUSTOMER
FAVORITE!

Steam-ASeam 2®

$5.99 each
Make instant
no-sew hems
and appliqués.
Release paper
is sticky on both sides. Needs no
topstitching for washability. Sew
through it—doesn’t gum up
needle! Wash or dry clean.
145403 1⁄2" x 20 yds., fits 1⁄2",
3⁄4" & 1" Tape Makers $5.99
145923 1⁄4" x 40 yds., fits 1⁄4" &
3⁄8" Tape Makers $5.99
142720 Value Pack:
5 – 9" x 12" sheets $5.99

Chacopy
Tracing Paper

Transfer sewing, embroidery or
quilt patterns with this chalkbased tracing paper. Always
washes out. Leaves a stronger
line than other tracing papers.
Use over and over. 10" x 12", 5
sheets/pkg., 1 of each color.
115159 $5.75

Spray ‘n Bond Fusible
Adhesive

Use this iron-on, no-sew
adhesive spray in a wide range
of projects: appliqué, home
decor, costuming, crafts, quilts,
sewing and more! Because it’s
heat-activated, no sewing is
necessary after you’re done
fusing. Machine wash and dry,
or dry clean. 5.89 oz. can.
411003 $13.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Pattern Tracing Paper

Use to alter or make your
patterns. Lay pattern on top
of paper then trace around it.
Smooth opaque white paper.
21" x 77 yds.
116747 $7.98
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Sewing Awl

This awl will help you sew like a pro!
Includes straight needle, punch,
tightening wrench (all are stored in the
wooden handle) and a bobbin with
waxed thread. 61/2" long.
147827 $6.99
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Handi-Bobs

Hold bobbins and matching
thread together.
149143 15/pkg. $4.99
143015 30/pkg. $9.99
Special $7.99

Dental Pick Set

7 different tips to mold,
sculpt, push, pull. Carbon
steel. 4/set.
525036 $7.99

Mini Tip Drill Set

Orbital
Rotary
Cutter
Blade Sharpener

Create a straight, razor-sharp
cutting edge in seconds with
this handy tool. Safe to use
with both 45mm and 60mm
blades.
413688 $28.99
413784 Rotary Blade
Sharpener Oil, 1/4 fl. oz $3.99

Drill tiny holes through clay
beads, leather or plastic.
Handy pen-style set stores 6
different drill bits in handle.
526678 $11.98
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Nimble Thimble
Durable
pigskin
with
metal
tip. Size
medium.
396913
$6.49

Clover Desk
Needle Threader

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Threads up to size 12 Clover
needle!
Other
brands
up to
size 10.
It even
has a
hidden blade to
See our
cut thread. 3"
website for
x 7/8" x 21/2" tall.
a how-to
Colors vary.
video!
221005 $15.99

Quilter’s Tips

Use these finger
protectors to pull
needles easily
and for a better
grip when hand
and free-motion
quilting. Made
from soft, flexible plastic. One
size fits all. 6/pkg.
395101 $5.99

That Purple Thang

Push, poke, turn, stuff anything. Use to get into hard-to-reach
places like doll fingers, collar points or ends of belts.
523105 $3.48
CUSTOMER
FAVORITE!

61/4" Tweezers

Reach into the smallest spaces. Use tweezers to guide fabric under
presser foot. Rip out basting stitches or seams. Stainless steel.
286852 $3.99

Thimble- It
Natural
feeling selfadhesive
finger pads.
64/pkg.
147491
$6.49
48

Steady Stiletto Tool

Achieve perfectly stitched seams every time with this handy
tool. It guides your fabric without pivoting the fabric. It holds the
fabric just like your finger would—only better! Use it for pressing,
machine piecing and embroidery and more. 8" long.
140211 $15.99
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See our
website for
a how-to
video!

Quilt
Label
Medley 1

Your quilt
isn’t finished
until your
signature
is on it!
Each panel
includes 14 various-sized signature
labels printed in black on natural
Kona cotton. Motifs include
quilters, thread spools, quilts,
florals, sewing machines and baby.
424522 $8.99
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Mesh Transfer Canvas

Transfer
designs
quickly and
easily. Trace
design onto
this reusable
mesh. Place
mesh on top
of fabric.
Re-draw
design.
Remove
mesh. Design
appears as dotted lines. 12" x 16"
392976 $9.49

Hot Hemmer

Measure, mark and press hems,
rounded corners, interior and
miter corners in just one step.
Heat resistant, thin, accurate ruler
can be pressed with iron/steam
and features a non-slip surface to
hold fabric for precise results.
417806 $17.99
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Pigma® Micron
Permanent Ink Pen Sets

Sign quilts,
outline
transfer
designs, draw
faces on dolls
and color
stencils.
203509
05 Earthtones Set (Blue/Black,
Royal Blue, Sepia, Hunter, Green,
Burgundy) $21.99
206050 01 Set (Black, Brown,
Red, Blue, Green, Purple) $21.99
203472 01 Black 3-Pen Set
$10.99/set

Sulky Iron-On Transfer Pens

Easily transfer designs permanently onto fabric,
canvas, stabilizers—just about any surface
where a hot iron can be used.
203100 4/pkg., Red, Blue, Brown & Black $14.98
203101 8/pkg., All colors shown $29.98

Pigma® Brush Pack

Get thin or bold strokes with
this soft, flexible nib. Perma
nent, waterproof pens of
archival quality are perfect for
quilts. (Black, Brown, Green,
Purple, Blue, Red, Orange, Rose.)
208453 8 colors/pkg. $26.99

Frixion Gel Pens

$10.99/pkg.
Perfect for fabric! The ink will
not smear
or rub off. If
you need it
to disappear,
just touch it
with a hot
iron. 1 black,
1 blue and 1
red pen/set.
202200
Ball
147081
Point

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Precut Woven Labels $22.99 each

Each 21/4" x 7/8" label is precut with pinked edging, is washable, and has a woven design. Please add
desired name to the order form. (You have up to 18 letter/spaces.) Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for
delivery once order is received. Shipments are available to the 48 contiguous states only. 20/pkg.
E. 147822 Heart on a Vine
A. NEW! 147875 Reindeer
F. 147088 Tender Loving Care
B. 147856 A Treasure Forever By
G. 147086 Original By
C. 147857 Made For You By
H. 147820 Made Especially For You By
D. 147858 Fleur de Lis Precut
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Pin Ellie Pin Cushion

NEW! Quilter’s Hangup
Quilt Sleeve

This easy-to-use sleeve will
allow you to hang and display
your quilt in no time! The
streamlined, patented design
allows the quilt to hang flat, and
it’s easy to attach to any quilt.
411285 $13.49

Sewsharp
Scissors
Sharpener

Restore your
scissors to a precise
cutting edge with this ceramic
sharpening rod that lasts a
lifetime.
255993 $4.98

This darling elephant pincushion
features a resin body and a
soft back. The upturned
elephant’s trunk signifies
good luck, which is a
must for all quilters! Each
elephant measures
33/4"W x 21/2"H x 3"D.
147859 $9.99

Colors
may vary!

Sizo Aqua
Scissors Holder

These cute scissors holders
will hold 31/2" to 4" curved
or straight embroidery
scissors. Made of quality silicone
with molded, secure tabs to
keep scissors in place. Includes a
31" lanyard to wear around your
neck. Scissors not included.
147845 $15.99

Owl Essential
Sewing Caddy

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Turn-It-All™

Don’t poke and pull fabric to
turn tubes. Push it through. This
tool turns tubes up to 60" long.
S141069 $9.99

This functional and
adorable caddy will
keep 6 of your bobbins,
needles and scissors
attached right to your
machine so you won’t
lose your notions and
will stay organized.
It’s made of high-quality
rubber with a strong suction
cup to keep it securely in place.
147825 $14.99

Create a Pincushion - Ivory

Attic Window Quilting
Tool with Pattern

Use this tool to create fun little
windows in your quilt. It can
make 6 different-size windows.
Pattern is included.
Skill Level: Intermediate
411043 $16.99
50

Completely customizable and simple to do, this pincushion base, a
few extra tools and
your imagination
is all you need to
make a unique
pincushion. Use a
favorite fabric, a
cross-stitch design
or any other
handcrafted work
to make it truly
your own. Base is
27/8" in diameter
x 1"H.
147839 $8.99
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Handy Helpers
for Your Sewing Room
Mini Screwdriver 2-Pack

This set of 2 tiny screwdrivers
includes 1 Phillips head and 1 flat
head screwdriver, both of which
have a grooved handle for easy
gripping. Each is 3/4" x 11/2" making
them ideal for working on your
sewing machine.
147830 $5.99

The Complete Guide to
Treadle Sewing Machines

Sewing Machine Repair
for the Home Sewer &
Serger Repair for the
Home Sewer $24.99 each
by Reuben O. Doyle
Whether you have an older
model or a new computerized
sewing machine or serger,
these books will help keep
your general repair costs to a
minimum. Spiral-bound.
A. 154210 Sewing Machine
Repair, 106 pgs.
B. 172000 Serger Repair, 168 pgs.

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Jean-a-Ma Jig

Lets any machine sew over thick
flat-fell seams without broken
needles or skipped stitches. Use
in back or in front of presser foot.
147068 $3.48
AnniesCraftStore.com

by Reuben
O. Doyle
Learn how
to operate
and repair
a traditional
treadle
sewing
machine
quickly
and easily. Written in step-bystep instructional style, this
book will take you through how
to set up your machine, how to
repair problems and more. 87
pgs., spiral bound.
Skill Level: Intermediate
153019 $24.95

Bo-Nash Iron Clean
Remove fusibles,
facings, sticky
residues,
starches and
more from
your iron with
these cleaning
sheets! Pack
of 10.
147092
$5.99

Double Lint Brush

Get dirt out of impossible-toreach crevices and easily clean
out small bottles. 6" long, 2/pkg.
147646 $3.99

Pinpoint Oiler with
Nozzle $5.49 each

Oil hard-to-reach areas. Inhibit
oxidation and rust. Premium oil.
Refillable. 1/3 oz
144684 1"-long nozzle
146174 31/4"-long nozzle

The Thread Director

This handy tool changes the orientation of the sewing
machine’s spool pin, allowing metallic and delicate
specialty threads to feed flat into the thread path,
eliminating twisting, breakage and frustration. It
fits on most sewing machines’ vertical spool
pin or bobbin winder. Included are 1
thread spool adaptor, 1 adaptor base, 4
nylon screws, 2 medium spool caps, 2
small spool caps and 1 instruction manual.
147803 $29.99

Telescoping Extension
Magnet

Scoop up pins without bending
down. Extend your reach 24"
with this tool. Retracts to 61/2".
Holds up to 5 pounds.
141161 $9.49
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Make
your
life

easier!

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Pedal Sta II

Holds any sewing
machine or serger pedal in
place. 73/4" x 83/4" non-skid holder
keep pedal from creeping. Clear smoke.
No air shipments.
166666 $16.99

Thera-Glove®
Wrist Wrap
Gloves $11.99

Made of heavy
spandex and nylon
allowing complete
freedom of motion
while supporting
the hand and wrist.
The Velcro wrist
wrap provides
more stability to the wrist, while the glove design
provides more support to the thumb. (Sold as
single glove).
454000 Small
454001 Medium
®

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Vacuum Attachment Kit

Sucks dirt out of sewing machine and serger.
Attach to any vacuum cleaner hose (11/4"-11/2"
outside diameter). Also cleans VCRs, cameras, and
to detail cars. Of course, your husband will want
one, too!
161206 $9.98 Special $8.48

MagniClips $15.99 each

These handy magnifiers easily attach to your
prescription glasses for immediate magnification.
Lightweight and portable. Simply flip up the
magnifiers when you no longer need them.
147703 +2.00
147704 +3.00
147705 +4.00

Thera Gloves

These gloves give
comfortable support
to your hands, wrists
and fingers while
allowing freedom
of motion. The
gloves have lines
that improve your
grip and have open
fingertips to allow
tactile sensation.
Ideal for sewers
and quilters
alike.
147831
$19.99

Flexible LED Light

View Stick

Use this handy tool to make
reading any pattern easier! It
attaches directly to your page,
keeping the magnifier in place
and your hands free! Works for
both left- and right-hand use.
33027 $9.99
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This light is perfect for
sewing and quilting!
Its flexible arm with
adjustable light head
can be turned to any
angle. Stand it on your
work surface, clip it to a
book or belt or mount
it to a sewing machine,
computer or a wall.
Requires 3 AA batteries
(not included). Colors vary.
145618 $15.99
Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Quilt & Sew Supplies
Holds 40 patterns!
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Pattern Keeper Organizer

Store and organize up to 40
patterns using the 4 divider tabs
included in this lightfiberboard
box. 75/8"W x 125/8"H x 9"D. No air
shipments.
332100 1/pkg. $4.98
332101 3/pkg. $14.49

Fabric Organizers

Convert your jumbled fabric stash
into a well-ordered collection!
Made of durable acid-free
corrugated plastic, the large size
can hold several yards while the
small and shorty sizes are great for
fat quarters. 6/pkg.
333009 Small, 5" x 14" $10.99
332102 Shorty, 7" x 101/2" $12.99
333008 Large, 10" x 14" $16.99
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Fons & Porter ™ Design Wall

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Craft Book Holders

Store craft books, patterns and magazines
together with see-through loose-leaf storage.
Hole punches fit average-size notebooks. 48/
pkg. 11"
145100 $7.99
Special $6.99

SAR® Acid-Free Quilt & Textile Storage Boxes
Includes 24–20" x 30" sheets of
unbuffered acid-free tissue. Medium
box: 5" x 18" x 15"; large box:
18" x 30" x 6". No air shipments.
S141095 Large $35.99
140205 Medium $18.99

Acid-Free Tissue Paper

Protects delicate textiles.
146516 24 – 20" x 30" sheets
$2.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Keep your small craft items stored
away in this handy storage box.
It measures 71/4"L
x 71/4"W x 13/4"H.
Nothing is
included
inside the
storage box.
837824
$20.76
Special
$14.99

Don’t
forget
these

Customer
Favorites!
In-R-Form/DoubleSided Fusible Foam
Stabilizer

No pinning is needed! The flannel
allows you to arrange quilt blocks and
sections—and the pieces stay until you
move them. The 2" grid lines are easy
to see and the diagonal lines allow you
to align blocks set on point. 60" x 72"
413783 $24.98

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Craft Store It Away

Add extra stability to your
purses or other projects!
This double-sided, soft
and formable fusible foam
stabilizer gives your projects
just what they need so you can
transform them into whatever
you like. Easy to stitch and
needle friendly.
140206 18" x 58" $10.99

Pattern Saver

Ziplock closure holds pattern.
Extra pocket holds pattern
envelope
and
instruction
sheet.
335832
10" x 13",
10/pkg.
$6.99
Special
Quantities
$5.99
Limited!
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NEW! Tatting With
Beads Jewelry

Make a statement each time you wear this stunning tatted
jewelry. Shuttle tatting is an old craft and we make it
easy in this book by showing beautiful color
step-by-step photos, diagrams and written
instructions. Included are 4 necklace and
See page
earring set designs, all using size 10 crochet
60 for size
thread and beads.
10 thread!
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
871638 $8.99
(Download available online)

TATTING Learn to Tat with DVD

New tatters wanting to learn the art of
tatting and experienced tatters wanting
to refine their skills will find this book a
valuable reference resource. The book
includes a general overview of tatting
abbreviations and styles, helpful getting
started tips and nine projects that range
from an easy bookmark to a beautiful
table runner. 48 pages, all color.
Skill Level: Beginner to Experienced
23766 $14.95
(Download available online)
54
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Tatting Shuttles
Assorted Colors

Each pkg contains 2 shuttles
in assorted color combinations
of pink/blue, orange/green or
yellow/green.
807648 $5.50
Connect with us on Facebook.com

NEW! KNIT
King Cole
Christmas
Knits
Book 1

In this book,
you will find an
Advent garland,
bunting, a
wreath and
more! 10
projects, and 21
pages.
709087
$12.99

Annie’s Signature Designs
KNIT Crocodile Knit Christmas Tree

This beautiful Christmas tree will make the perfect
addition to your holiday decor! Knit with 2 skeins
of Premier® Yarns Ever Soft® using U.S. size 8/5mm
needles. Finished size is 24" in circumference x 15"H.
Skill Level: Intermediate
886034 $6.99
(Download available online)

Premier® Yarns Ever Soft®

$2.39
100% Acrylic;
3 oz/158 yds/
85g per skein

807500 White

807489 Forest

NEW!
KNIT
King Cole
Christmas Knits
Book 3

NEW! KNIT King Cole
Christmas Knits Book 4

In this book, you will find a giant furry stocking for
plenty of presents, a penguin cozy to keep your
teapot warm on cold winter nights, cute Christmas
characters for your tree and more. 8 projects, 21 pgs.
709076 $12.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

In this book,
you will find
a set of cute
figures to
bring the
Nativity
story into
your home!
10 projects,
21 pages.
709089
$12.99
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NEW! KNIT 3839:
Cardigan &
Waistcoat

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
NEW! KNIT
Morecambe
Bay Cardi

For the cardigan, knit
with approximately
5 (6, 7, 8, 9, 10) skeins
and for the waistcoat
4 (5, 5, 6, 7, 7) skeins of
Premier Yarns Downton
Abbey Lady Mary using
U.S. size 3/3.25mm
and 6/4mm needles.
Finished measurements
for both the cardigan
and waistcoat are to fit
bust size 28/30 (32/34,
36/38, 40/42, 44/46,
48/50)".
Skill Level: Easy to
Intermediate
709024 $6.99

Knit with 5 (6, 7,
8, 9) skeins of A
and 2 (2, 2, 3, 3)
skeins of B with
Plymouth Yarn®
Encore® Tweed
using a U.S. size
9/5.5mm 32"
circular needle.
Finished measurements:
To fit: S (M, L, XL, 2XL)
Chest: 36 (391/2, 431/2, 48,
521/2)" Length: 23 (24, 25,
26, 27)"
Skill Level: Intermediate
886179 $7.00
(Download available online)

Plymouth Yarn® Encore® Tweed

$6.99
75% Acrylic/22%
Wool/3% Rayon;
3.5 oz/200 yds/
100g per skein

113303 Granola

808740 Nugget

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
KNIT Adelaida
Sweater

Knit with 5 (6, 6, 7, 7,
8) hanks of Berroco®
Fiora™ using U.S.
sizes 5/3.5mm and
6/4mm 32" and 16"
circular needles.
Finished
measurements:
To fit: Woman’s S (M,
L, XL, 2XL, 3XL)
Length: 23 (24, 25,
26, 27, 28)"
Skill Level: Easy
886108 $7.00
(Download available
online)

Berroco® Fiora™ $9.99

40% Cotton/30% Viscose/15% Alpaca/10%
Nylon/5% Wool; 3.5 oz/246 yds/100g per hank

707137 Savannah
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707138 Georgia

707139 Elberta

Premier® Yarns Downton Abbey®
Lady Mary $5.99

95% Acrylic/5% Glitter; 3 oz/290 yds/85g per skein

708228 Lily Ice

708229 Silver Frost 708232 Cobalt Twinkle

Annie’s
Signature
Designs Chunky
Garter Sweater

Knit with 7 (8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13) skeins of
King Cole Comfort
Chunky using a U.S.
size 11/8mm 32"
circular needle.
Finished
measurements:
To fit: Woman’s S
(M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL,
4XL); Chest: 38 (41,
46, 50, 54, 58, 62)";
Length: 23 (231/2, 24,
241/2, 25, 251/2, 26)"
Skill Level: Easy
886111 $7.00
(Download available online)

King Cole Comfort Chunky $7.99

60% Acrylic/40% Nylon; 3.5 oz/116
yds/100g per skein

708703 Cream

708704 Cork

708708 Claret

Connect with us on Facebook.com

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
NEW! KNIT
Nord Cardigan

Made with 5 (6, 7, 8,
8) hanks of A, 2 (2,
3, 3, 3) hanks of B
and 1 hank of C with
Berroco® Vintage®
DK using U.S. size
5/3.75mm doublepoint needles and
size 6/4mm 32"
circular and straight
needles. Finished
measurements: To
fit: S (M, L, XL, 2XL);
Chest: 38 (42, 46, 50,
54)"; Length: 281/2
(29, 291/2, 30, 301/2)"
Skill Level:
Intermediate
886176 $7.00
(Download available
online)

Berroco® Vintage® DK $8.99
52% Acrylic/40% Wool/8% Nylon;
3.5 oz/288 yds/100g per hank

808585 Cracked Pepper

809595 Smoke

NEW!
KNIT
Francis
Vest

Knit 6
(6, 6)
hanks of
Berroco
Vintage
using
U.S. size
11/8mm
needles.
Finished
sizes are
to fit
Woman’s
S (M, L).
Skill
Level:
Easy
709073
$7.99

809598 Cast Iron

Annie’s Signature
Designs
NEW! KNIT Largo
Canyon Shawl

Knit with 3 hanks of MC
and 1 hank each of CC1,
CC2, CC3 and CC4 with
Berroco® Vintage® using
U.S. sizes 7/4.5mm and
8/5mm 32" circular
needles. Finished size
is 66" across at top x
281/2"D at center.
Skill Level:
Experienced
886174 $7.00
(Download available
online)

Berroco® Vintage®

Solids $8.99 Multi $9.49
52% Acrylic/40% Wool/8% Nylon;
3.5 oz/217 yds/100g per hank

806692 Mocha

708263 Grape Twist

909625 Promenade

AnniesCraftStore.com

804354 Oats

709022 Tang

709020 Magenta

709021 Petunia

806082 Purple Haze 806084 English Garden

k n it
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Annie’s Signature
Designs
NEW! KNIT Cirocco
Sweater

Knit with 4 (4, 4, 5, 5) balls
of King Cole Embrace
or 5 (5, 6, 6, 7) skeins of
Premier® Yarns Deborah
Norville Everyday™ Soft
Worsted, using U.S. size
8/5mm 16" and 32" circular
needles. Includes written
instructions only. Finished
measurements:
To fit: S (M, L, XL, 2XL)
Bust: 371/2 (401/2, 45, 48, 52)"
Length: 23 (231/2, 24, 241/2, 25)"
Skill Level: Intermediate
886113 $7.00
(Download available online)

NEW! King Cole Embrace $9.99
60% Polyamide/40% Acrylic; 3.5 oz/268 yds/100g per skein

709078 Cream

709079 Silver

709081 Latte

709082 Eucalyptus

709083 Sky

709084 Mauve

NEW!
KNIT
4593:
Jackets

NEW! KNIT 4585: Wrap Ponchos

Knit with 5 skeins of King Cole Embrace DK and
U.S. size 7/4.5mm needles. Finished size is
211/4" x 711/4".
Skill Level: Easy
709085 $6.99
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Knit with 6
(6, 7, 8, 9)
skeins of
King Cole
Embrace
DK and U.S.
sizes 5/3.75mm and 7/4.5mm needles. Finished
measurements: To fit bust: 32–34 (36–38, 40–42,
44–46, 48–50)" Actual bust: 37 (41, 451/4, 491/2,
531/2)" Full length: 281/4 (291/4, 303/4, 32, 323/4)"
Sleeve length: 173/4 (173/4, 18, 181/2, 181/2)"
Skill Level: Intermediate
709086 $6.99

Connect with us on Facebook.com

Annie’s Signature
Designs
NEW! KNIT
Moonstone
Poncho

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
NEW! KNIT
Sinistra
Fair Isle
Cowl

Knit with 2 (2, 3,
3, 3, 3) skeins of
Plymouth Yarn®
Nako® Arya Ebruli
and a U.S. size
8/5mm 32" circular
needle. Finished
measurements: To
fit: S (M, L, XL, 2XL,
3XL); Width: 31
(32, 33, 34, 35, 36)"
Length: 27 (271/2, 28,
281/2, 29, 291/2)"
Skill Level: Easy
886182 $7.00
(Download available
online)

NEW! Plymouth Yarn® Nako®
Arya Ebruli $8.99

80% Acrylic/10% Alpaca/10% Wool; 3.5 oz/600
yds/100g per skein

709117 Black White

709118 Neutral Mix

709119 Pink Olive Tan

NEW! KNIT Japanese Weave Wrap

This interesting technique involves working the
strips together, then
working them separately
and repositioning them
to make the weave
pattern. Knit with 3 skeins
of color A and 2 skeins
each of colors B and C
with Berroco Comfort
Chunky using a U.S. size
101/2/6.5mm 24" circular
needle. Finished size is
10" x 61".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
709071 $6.99
(Download available
online)

Berroco® Comfort® Chunky $6.49

50% Nylon/50% Acrylic; 3.5 oz/
150 yds/100g per skein

707209
Ivory

707211 Driftwood
Heather

AnniesCraftStore.com

Knit
with 3
balls
MC and
2 balls CC1
of King Cole
Baby Alpaca DK
and a U.S. size
7/4.5mm 16"
circular needle.
Finished size
is 9" x 54" in
circumference.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
886177 $7.00
(Download
available online)

NEW! King Cole Baby Alpaca DK

$11.99
100% Baby
Alpaca; 1.75
oz/110 yds/50g
per ball

709091 Charcoal

709092 Fawn

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
KNIT Mukluk
Booties

Knit with 2
skeins of A
and 1 skein of
B of King Cole
Comfort Chunky
using U.S. size
11/8mm doublepoint needles.
Finished
measurements:
To fit: Woman’s S
(M, L)
To fit actual foot length: 81/2 (91/2, 101/2)"
Skill Level: Intermediate
886109 $7.00
(Download available online)

King Cole Comfort Chunky $7.99

707212
Ash Grey

60%
Acrylic/40%
Nylon; 3.5 oz/116
yds/100g per
skein

708713 Denim

708704 Cork
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Aunt Lydia’s® Classic Crochet
Thread Size 10 $3.19

A high luster, mercerized cotton crochet thread,
Aunt Lydia's Classic Crochet Thread is perfect for
crochet projects both large and small.
Content: 100% Mercerized Cotton
Yardage: 350 yds
Crochet Gauge: 32–42 sc = 4 inches on U.S. size
8/1.50mm steel hook
Knit Gauge: 33–40 sts = 4 inches on U.S. size
1/2.25mm needles
Care: Machine wash; lay flat to dry.

707190 Forest Green

NEW

909487 Peacock

808515 White

808522 Cream

707880 Silver

808518 Orchid Pink

808520 French Rose

708053 Burgundy

708056 Pumpkin

808519 Maize

808523 Mint Green

808512 Purple

808516 Wood Violet

808521 Ocean

909299 Dark Royal

Tatting Books on pages 54 & 74

Universal Yarn Nazli Gelin Garden 10 Metallic $5.99

Garden 10 Metallic mixes the same top-quality Size 10 100%
Egyptian Giza Cotton Thread found in Garden 10 with a strand of
metallic thread. Colors range from rich tone-on-tone color to more
traditional combinations—turning every heirloom thread project into a
one-of-a-kind piece!
Content: 99% Mercerized Egyptian Giza Cotton/1% Metallic
Yardage: 1.75 oz/306 yds/50g per ball
Crochet Gauge: 32–40 sc = 4 inches on U.S. size B/1/2.25mm hook
Knit Gauge: 33–40 sts = 4 inches on U.S. size 1/2.25mm needles
Care: Machine wash; lay flat to dry. Do not bleach.

805255 Black/
Black

807541 Black/Gold

805251 White
Silver

807539 Cream/
Gold

708062 Tan with
Gold

805249 Mocha/
Gold

805250 Caramel/
Bronze

805254 Red/Red

807540 Red/Silver

808794 Burgundy/
Magenta

807543 Yellow/
Gold

807544 Holiday

806275 Mint

806273 Powder
Blue/Blue

805252 Midnight/
Silver

805253 Dark
Purple/Irisee

807584 Oceanic

807585 Grand Canyon

Premier® Yarns Wool-Free Sock $4.49

Content: 93% Acrylic/7% PBT
Yardage: 1.75 oz/235 yds/50g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 26 sc and 36 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size E/4/3.5mm hook
Knit Gauge: 32 sts and 42 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size 2/2.75mm needles
Care: Machine wash; tumble dry.

807586 Utah

807587 Meadows

807588 Vegas Lights

807878 Grapes

807879 Pueblo

807880 Saguaro Sky

808349 Golden Field

808350 Berry Bush

808351 Rainforest

808352 Farm Stand

808353 Oasis

808354 Phoenix

60
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NEW! King
Cole
Baby Alpaca
DK $11.99

Soft to the
touch and a joy
to stitch, this
collection is filled
with soft colors that
are ideal for making beautiful surprises for Baby.
Content: 100% Baby Alpaca
Yardage: 1.75 oz/110 yds/50g per ball
Crochet Gauge: 12–17 sc = 4 inches on U.S. sizes
7/4.5mm–I/9/5.5mm hooks
Knit Gauge: 21–24 sts = 4 inches on U.S. sizes
5/3.75mm–7/4.5mm needles
Care: Hand wash; lay flat to dry.

709090 Grey

709091 Charcoal

709092 Fawn

709093 Camel

709094 Sunset

709095 Cranberry

709096 Straw

709097 Blue Mist

709098 Plum

NEW! KNIT
3202:
Cardigan
& Top

For the Long
Cardigan,
knit with 10
(11, 12, 13, 14,
15) balls; for
the Crossover
Cardigan,
knit with
10 (12, 13,
14, 15, 16)
balls. Both
versions use
#3 DK-weight
King Cole
Alpaca DK
yarn and
sizes 5/3.75mm,
6/4mm, 7/4.5mm
and 13/9mm
needles. Finished
chest size is 32
(24, 26, 28, 40,
42)".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
709099 $6.99

Caron® Simply Soft® $4.49
When it comes to soft yarn, Caron® Simply Soft® has no equal. It’s perfect to use for any knit or crochet
project that needs worsted-weight, soft yarn. We do not guarantee dye lots, but will match lots if possible.
Content: 100% Acrylic
Yardage: Solid: 6 oz/315 yds/170g; Heather: 5 oz/250 yds/141g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 13 sc and 14 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size H/8/5mm hook
Knit Gauge: 18 sts and 24 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size 8/5mm needles
Care: Machine wash; tumble dry low.

99060 White

99015 Off White

909322 Soft Taupe

99008 Bone

99009 Chocolate

99017 Heather Charcoal

99007 Black

99006 Autumn Red

99034 Soft Pink

99013 Plum Wine

830861 Persimmon

808429 Pumpkin

830860 Sunshine

808433 Kelly Green

99023 Dark Sage 99018 Heather Woodland 99050 Soft Green 99022 Dark Country Blue

99014 Country Blue

830858 Ocean

AnniesCraftStore.com

830859 Lavender Blue

99029 Orchid

99040 Grape

808669 Plum Perfect

yarn
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NEW! King Cole Sprite DK $7.99
This collection is a beautifully muted, multi-tonal, shaded #3 DK-weight yarn that is supremely
ideal for baby projects and lighter garments.
Content: 100% Acrylic Yardage: 3.5 oz/328 yds/100g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 12–17 sc = 4 inches on U.S. sizes 7/4.5mm–I/9/5.5mm hooks
Knit Gauge: 21–24 sts = 4 inches on U.S. sizes 5/3.75mm–7/4.5mm needles
Care: Wash warm; tumble dry low.

709111 Tuscany

709112 Ibiza

709113 Corfu

709114 Corsica

709115 Rhodes

Premier® Yarns Aurora™ $5.99
This worsted-weight acrylic roving yarn combines many hues in each skein to make moody, blended
stripes. The soft hand and complex colors will produce beautiful sweaters, blankets and accessories.
Content: 100% Acrylic Yardage: 3.5 oz/166 yds/100g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 17 sc and 22 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size I/9/5.5mm hook
Knit Gauge: 16 sts and 24 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size 9/5.5mm needles
Care: Machine wash; lay flat to dry.

708191 Cinder

708192 Good Earth

708193 Heatherside

708194 Midnight

708195 Current

708196 Anemone

NEW! Red Heart® Boutique Gleam™ $5.49
A gorgeous and soft yarn featuring either gold, silver or copper metallic thread wrapped in a nonuniform way creates beautiful patterns as you stitch. This collection is perfect for fashions and accessories
that are sure to get noticed.
Content: 96% Acrylic/4% Other Yardage: 3.5 oz/169 yds/100g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 12 sc and 14 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size I/9/5.5mm hook
Knit Gauge: 18 sts and 22 rows = 4 inches on U.S. size 8/5mm needles
Care: Hand wash cold; lay flat to dry.

709123 Creamy
Gold

709124 Smoke
Gold

709125 Raven
Silver

709126 Toasty
Gold

709127 Canyon
Copper

NEW! Universal Yarn Classic Shades Frenzy $8.99
This variegated collection of yarn is perfect for just about any type of project for which you want to
use classic and classy colors and shades.
Content: 70% Acrylic/30% Wool
Yardage: 3.5 oz/158 yds/100g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 8–11 sc = 4 inches on U.S. sizes K/101/2/6.5mm–M/N/13/9mm hooks
Knit Gauge: 13 sts = 4 inches on U.S. size 101/2/6.5mm needles
Care: Machine wash warm; lay flat to dry.

708516 Thrill Ride
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708517 Into the
Woods

708518 Cellar
Door

708519 Stranded

708520 Fairy Tale

708973 Harbor
Lights

Connect with us on Facebook.com

King Cole Yarn

Shop more
collections at AnniesYarnShop.com
NEW! King Cole Comfort Aran $7.99
Soft and cuddly yarn that’s ideal for babies and more delicate projects. The wide range of colors
makes this collection truly versatile.
Content: 60% Acrylic/40% Nylon
Yardage: 3.5 oz/220 yds/100g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 11–14 sc = 4 inches on U.S. sizes I/9/5.5mm–
K/101/2/6.5mm hooks
Knit Gauge: 18 sts = 4 inches on U.S. size 8/5mm needles
Care: Machine washable.
709054 Cream
709055 Cork

709056 Red

709057 Soft Pink

709058 Dill

709059 Sky

709060 Denim

709061 Lupin

King Cole Comfort Chunky $7.99
Chunky and ultracozy yarn that’s perfect for Baby to snuggle into as they drift off to dreamland.
Content: 60% Acrylic/40% Nylon
Yardage: 3.5 oz/116 yds/100g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 8–11 sc = 4 inches on U.S. size K/10½/6.5mm hook
Knit Gauge: 12–15 sts = 4 inches on U.S. sizes 9/5.5mm–11/8mm needles
Care: Machine washable.
708702 White

708703 Cream

708704 Cork

708705 Soft Pink

708706 Candy

708707 Raspberry

708708 Claret

708709 Lemon

708710 Lime

708711 Eau de Nil

708712 Ice

708713 Denim

708714 Lilac

708715 Lupin

NEW! King Cole Big Value Super Chunky $5.99
This #6 super-chunky collection consists of cool and calming colors that will perfectly complement
any project while still achieving lovely stitch definition.
Content: 100% Acrylic Yardage: 3.5 oz/90 yds/100g per skein
Crochet Gauge: 7–9 sc = 4 inches on U.S. sizes M/N/13/9mm–
P/Q/15mm hooks
Knit Gauge: 7–11 sts = 4 inches on U.S. sizes 11/8mm–17/12.75mm
needles
Care: Wash warm; tumble dry low.
709101 White
709102 Champagne

709103 Grey

709104 Oatmeal

AnniesCraftStore.com

709105 Wine

709106 Airforce

709107 Petrol

709108 Bramble

yarn
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Yarn Valet
Yarn Bowl

This yarn bowl
helps to smooth
tension, encourages
consistent stitching
and keeps yarn clean,
and there are no rollaway yarn balls.
837906 $12.99

Yarn Valet Yarn
Ball Winder
This amazing
stick is used to
wind yarn into a
uniform, consistent
ball. Plus a secret
compartment to
hold small items
like stitch markers.
837905 $8.99

3-in-1 Yarn Gauge

Whether you knit or crochet, this tool will be an
invaluable help that you’ll
want to keep handy. It’s
a quick reference tool
for the times when you
need yarn, needle or
hook information and
you’re on the go.
804410 $3.99

Annie’s Choice® Snag Repair Tool—
2/Pkg.

Repair snags quickly with this handy tool!
A precision tool that can quickly repair snags in
knits, woven garments, draperies and upholstery.
804395 $2.99 Special $1.99

Assorted Yarn Sleeves
2/Pkg. $4.99

Need help keeping your yarn neat and
tangle-free? These stretchy plastic yarn
sleeves are just what you need.
807713 Assorted 5" 7" & 10" Sleeves
806573 3 10" Jumbo Sleeves

Annie’s Choice® Needle Pockets

$5.99 Special $4.79 each
Our needle pocket packs are the perfect
accessories to keep your circular and double-point
needles organized. Each heavy duty vinyl sheet
has two or five pockets and is imprinted with
numbered check boxes. Fits in any standard 3-ring
binder, not included.
100001
Five
2-Pocket
Sheets
100002
Three
5-Pocket
Sheets

Yarn & Craft Organizer

This handy organizer hangs from
a standard-size closet rod with a
hook-and-loop closure and features
reinforced shelves to keep your yarn,
fabrics, hooks, needles, scissors,
pattern books, templates, etc., safe,
secure and out of the way. It has 6
cubbies and 6 side pockets so you
can organize as you wish. Use it for
clothing storage as well. Comes in navy
and measures 11"W x 48"H x 11"D.
908160 $13.99

Jumbo Pastel
Split Ring Markers

Jumbo stitch ring markers are useful as a guide for increasing and
decreasing a stitch. They can also
be used for markings in the
beginning and ending of
the stitch.
804496 $3.99
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Clover Yarn Threader

Easily threads your yarn! The large opening makes
this yarn threader perfect for hard to thread yarns.
806427 $5.99

Locking Stitch Markers 30 pc

Knitter’s™ Pride Locking Stitch Markers
are great for marking your pattern
repeats, increases, decreases or
any time you need to mark your
knitting. They also make a great gift
for the knitters in your life! 30 assorted
stitch markers per package will slide
easily on needles up to U.S. size 8/5mm.
807651 $3.99
Connect with us on Facebook.com

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
NEW!
CROCHET
Betula
Sweater

Made using

709103
Grey

Instructions are
written for sizes S
(M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL).
Sample made using
7 [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
balls of King Cole
Big Value Super
Chunky, and a size
N hook. Finished
measurements:
Bust: 373/4" S (421/4"
M, 47" L, 51½" XL,
533/4" 2XL, 581/4"
3XL); Length: 25"
S (251/2" M, 26" L,
261/2" XL, 27" 2XL,
271/2" 3XL)
Skill Level:
Intermediate
886094 $7.00
(Download
available online)

Made using

708324
Denim

NEW!
CROCHET
Dalidio Topper

The oversize fit at
the bust on this
garment is the
perfect style for
a layered look.
Sample made
using Nako Fiore
from Plymouth
Yarn. Includes
sizes S (M, L, XL,
2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL)
and uses 9 (10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16)
skeins. Finished
measurements:
Hip: 461/2 (491/2,
523/4, 56, 591/4,
621/2, 65½, 683/4)";
Length: 26 (26, 26,
281/2, 281/2, 281/2,
281/2, 28½)"
Skill Level:
Intermediate
886168 $7.00
(Download
available online)

AnniesCraftStore.com

Introducing Annie’s

New Signature Designs
Autumn Bliss Collection

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
NEW!
CROCHET
Fixlini Tunic

Made using

707556
Cinder

Made up of two
identical pieces,
the front section
of the first piece
is twisted once
before pieces
are joined. Sizes
range generously
from S–5XL. Uses
3 (3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5,
6) skeins of super
soft Premier
Yarns Alpaca
Dance and hook
size J/10/6mm.
Skill Level: Easy
886163 $7.00
(Download
available online)

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
NEW!
CROCHET
Little Black
Dress

Sometimes it is
the simplest styles
that make you feel
beautiful, and so
it is with our Little
Black Dress. Sizes
include Woman’s S
(M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL,
4XL, 5XL). Sample
made using 5
(5, 6, 7, 7, 7, 8, 9)
skeins of Premier
Yarns New York
worsted-weight
yarn and an
H/8/5mm crochet
hook.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
886095 $8.00
(Download
available online)

Made using

709139
Black
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Made using

708261
Smoke

Made using

113303
Granola

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Chalet Cardigan

Imagine the leisurely feel of this generous and
cozy topper on a winter’s day. Includes sizes S (M,
L, XL, 2XL, 3XL) Sample made using 5 (5, 6, 7, 8, 8)
hanks of Berroco® Vintage® worsted-weight yarn
and size H/8/5mm hook.
Skill Level: Easy
886169 $7.00
(Download available online)

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Hoodie Cardigan

Wrap yourself in casual style with this versatile
hooded cardigan! Includes sizes S (M, L, XL, 2XL,
3XL). Sample made using 9 (10, 12, 13, 14, 15) skeins
of Plymouth Encore Tweed worsted-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Intermediate
886171 $7.00
(Download available online)

Made using

708642
Grey

Made using

708973
Harbor
Lights

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Edna Valley Cardigan

This cardigan incorporates granny squares into a
beautiful must-have design. Instructions are written
for sizes S (M, L, XL, 2XL) and uses 6 (7, 8, 9, 10) skeins
of Premier® Yarns Deborah Norville Everyday™
Heathers worsted-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Intermediate
886170 $7.00
(Download available online)
66
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Annie’s Signature Designs CROCHET
Harbor Lights Circle Jacket

Perfect for a night out, this lovely jacket will keep
the chill off. Made using Universal Yarn Classic
Shades Frenzy worsted #4 weight yarn. Bust size:
S/M 43" (L/XL 48", 2XL/3XL 53"). Design uses 5 (7,
8) balls of yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
886064 $7.00
(Download available online)
Connect with us on Facebook.com

Annie’s Signature
Designs
NEW! CROCHET
Navajo Stole

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Nituna Shawl

A fun piece to make and knocks your style
straight out of the park! Use 1 ball each of 2
different colorways of the stunning Plymouth
Yarn® Nako Arya Ebruli. Sample shown made using
1 ball of Pink/Olive/Tan and 1 ball of Purple/Teal/
Orange and a size G/6/4mm crochet hook.
Skill Level: Easy
886164 $7.00
(Download available online)

NEW! Plymouth Yarn® Nako® Arya
Ebruli $8.99

80% Acrylic/10% Alpaca/10% Wool; 3.5 oz/600
yds/100g per skein

709117 Black
White

709118 Neutral
Mix

709119 Pink Olive
Tan

709121 Blue
Natural Mix

709122 Electric
Pink Mix

709120 Purple
Teal Orange

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET
Pauwau Poncho

Make a stylish impression wherever
you go by wrapping yourself in this
unique oversize poncho! Fit is extremely
oversize and includes Woman’s S/M, L/
XL, 2XL/3XL. Made using 5 (6, 7) skeins
King Cole Sprite DK yarn in color Tuscany
and size I/9 (5.5mm) hook.
Skill Level: Intermediate
886066 $7.00
(Download available online)
AnniesCraftStore.com

Taking hues from
the warm colors of
the landscape, this
stunning design, with
its classic Southweststyle fringe, is worked
horizontally as if
woven. Yarn is carried
up the side, to keep
ends to a minimum.
Sample made using a
size J/10/6mm hook
and Plymouth Yarn®
Encore® worstedweight yarn in a
range of six vibrant
and Navajo-inspired
colors. Sample shown
uses 3 skeins of
Royal, Rust Roadster,
Serenity Blue, Ecru
and Latte Heather,
and 1 skein of Black.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
886162 $8.00
(Download available
online)

Plymouth Yarn® Encore® Worsted

$5.99
75% Acrylic/25% Wool; 3.5 oz/200 yds/100g per skein

611453 Rust Roadster

808289 Ecru

909665 Latte Heather

611217 Black

808291 Royal

808294 Serenity Blue

Made using

709111
Tuscany
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Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET
Nakai Purse

No matter what your age you can still “Rock On”
with this super stylish “guitar-strap” purse. Made
using lots of fun techniques like puff stitches,
French knots, split stitches, waistcoat stitches
and more. Includes detailed instructions for
optional lining. Made using Universal Yarn Fibra
Natura Java, a 100% hemp yarn with superior
strength and durability. Sample shown was made
using 3 balls of Night and 1 each of Parchment,
Hazelwood and Poppy Red.
Skill Level: Experienced
886165 $7.00
(Download available online)

NEW! Universal Yarn
Fibra Natura Java $7.99

100% Hemp; 3.5 oz/219 yds/100g
per ball

709128 Parchment

709129 Night

709130 Hazelwood

709131 Poppy Red

Annie’s Signature Designs
CROCHET Shell Beach Stole, Shawl & Scarf
Annie’s Signature Designs
Mukluk Crochet Booties

Keep your feet warm while being in style
with these adorable mukluk booties. They are
crocheted using 2 (3, 3, 3) skeins of King Cole
Comfort Chunky #5 chunky-weight yarn. Size:
Women’s S 5–6 (M 8; L 9–10; XL 11–12).
Skill Level: Intermediate
886065 $7.00
(Download available online)

King Cole Comfort
Chunky $7.99

60% Acrylic/40% Nylon; 3.5 oz/116
yds/100g per skein

708708 Claret
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708706 Candy
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Beautiful designs made using Lion Brand Shawl-ina-Ball worsted-weight #4 yarn. Size: Stole – 19½"W
x 63"L; Shawl – 75"W x 33"L; Scarf – 12"W x 66"L.
Designs are made using a size H/8/5mm crochet
hook. Stole uses 2 balls of healing teal; Shawl uses
2 balls of feng shui grey and scarf uses 1 ball of
soothing blue.
Skill Level: Intermediate
886091 $7.00
(Download available online)

Lion Brand® Yarn
Shawl in a Ball $9.99

58% Cotton/39% Acrylic/3% Other;
5.3 oz/518 yds/150g per skein

708588
Healing Teal

708704 Cork

708713 Denim

708587
Calming Desert

708586
Feng Shui Grey

708589
Soothing Blue

Connect with us on Facebook.com

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Her Scarfies & Hats

Two hat-and-scarf sets are made using 2 skeins of
#5 chunky-weight Lion Brand Scarfie yarn and a
size K crochet hook. Includes instructions for sizes
S/M and M/L hats.
Skill Level: Easy
886092 $7.00
(Download available online)

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET His Scarfies & Hats

Each hat-and-scarf set is made using 2 skeins of
#5 chunky-weight Lion Brand Scarfie yarn and
can easily be worked up in an evening or two.
Crocheted with a size K/101/2/6.5mm crochet hook.
Includes instructions for sizes S/M and M/L hats.
Skill Level: Easy
886093 $7.00
(Download available online)

NEW! Lion Brand® Yarn Scarfie $9.99
78% Acrylic/22% Wool; 5.3 oz/312 yds/150g per skein

709151
Taupe Charcoal

709152
Oxford Claret

NEW! Premier®
Yarns London $5.99

64% Acrylic/12% Wool/12%
Bamboo/12% Alpaca; 3.5 oz/166
yds/100g per skein

709135 Brown

709136 Green Orange

709134 Grey

709137 Blue Green

AnniesCraftStore.com

709153
Cranberry Black

709154
Charcoal Aqua

709155
Denim Navy

Annie’s Signature
Designs
NEW! CROCHET
Tolosa Vest

An ultra-cozy vest that
is simple to stitch yet is
a statement piece that
speaks volumes about your
sense of style! Crochet with
4 (5, 6, 6, 7) balls of Premier
Yarns London using size
J/10/6mm crochet hook.
Sizes includes Woman’s
S (M, L, XL, 2XL). Finished
measurements: Chest: 37
(41, 45, 49, 53)" Length: 19
(20, 21, 22, 23)"
Skill Level: Easy
886172 $7.00
(Download available online)
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NEW!
Learn to Crochet
Mosaics Hats

These 7 complicated-looking hat
patterns are created by working simple
two-row stripes. On successive rows,
stitches are worked into the rows below
to create the intricate patterns. It’s as
easy as that! Includes step-by-step
instructions for making a basic mosaic
fabric. Designs are made using Universal
Yarn Deborah Norville Everyday™
Heathers and Everyday Soft Worsted.
Skill Level: Easy
871637 $8.99
(Download available online)

Made using

709123
Creamy
Gold

Made using

708415
Silver

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Tuwa Set

This is a romantic, glimmering set including a beret
and a long cowl that wraps twice around your neck.
Made using Red Heart Boutique Gleam yarn. Use 1
ball for the hat, 2 balls for the cowl or 3 balls for the
set and a size K/101/2/6.5mm crochet hook.
Skill Level: Easy
886166 $7.00
(Download available online)
70
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Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Cinereal Granny Set

Have fun with the mix of petite granny squares
combined with easy double crochet stitches.
Sample made with fine weight Escarcha Omega
yarn. Use 3 balls for the complete set, or 1 ball
for the hat and 2 balls for the cowl, and a size
E/4/3.5mm crochet hook
Skill Level: Easy
886167 $7.00
(Download available online)
Connect with us on Facebook.com

NEW! CROCHET Wraps
for All Seasons

Shawls and wraps can take any outfit from ho-hum to
fabulous! Designer Andee Graves has created this outstanding
collection of wraps that will leave you puzzled about which
one to make first. She has included shawls that will be perfect
for every climate and season. The 6 designs cover a broad
range of shapes from square, round, triangular, moebius wrap
and a ruana—certainly something for everyone!
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
871624 $8.99
(Download available online)

Made using

708643
Oat

NEW!
EXCLUSIVE
CROCHET
Crisscross
Sweater
Jacket

No seams and a
join-as-you-go
construction!
Sample made
using Premier®
Yarns Deborah
Norville Everyday™
Heathers yarn in
color Oat. Includes
sizes Small,
Medium, Large,
1XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL,
5XL and 6XL. Yarn
needed for sizes
S–L is 7 skeins,
1XL–3XL requires 9
skeins and 4XL–6XL
requires 11 skeins.
Skill Level: Easy
838025 $6.99
(Download
available online)

AnniesCraftStore.com

NEW!
CROCHET
Santa Fe
Ruana

Add a bold
layer of color
and style!
Sample made
using 9 skeins
of Premier
Yarns Aurora
in the color
Current. Size:
One size fits
most; 32"W x
60"L.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
838026
$7.95
(Download
available
online)

Made using

708195
Current
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Be sure to check
out the free
video preview at
AnniesCraft
Store.com.
NEW! CROCHET Octie Throw

Flora and geometric patterns are wrapped together
in a creative edging in
this refreshing throw.
Made using a 9 colors of
worsted-weight yarn and
a size G/6/4mm crochet
hook. Size 45"W x 59"L.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
885274 $6.99
(Download available
online)

CROCHET Military Tartan Throws

All 6 of the throws in this book use the same
technique of Woven Crochet. There are only two
stitches required: chain and double crochet. Each
design’s colors represent a branch of our military. All
are made using worsted-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
871622 $8.99
(Download available online)
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CROCHET Candy-Gram Afghan

Introducing a new way to crochet—our new VIDEO
PATTERN! No more spending hours trying to
figure out the stitch or where to place your hook.
We show you how to make all 7 stitches plus the
stunning border! If video is not your thing CandyGram is available in a traditional print version too!
Skill Level: Easy
885247 $6.99
885247V (video pattern class) $9.99
(Download available online)

CROCHET In a Weekend:
Lap Throws for the Family

A collection of a dozen throws that can each be
made in a weekend! Chunky-weight yarn, doublestrand construction and a manageable lap size
make for 10–12-hour creations.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
871529 $8.99
(Download available online)

Connect with us on Facebook.com

NEW! CROCHET
Corner-toCorner Lap
Throws for the
Family

Corner-to-Corner is a fun and
unique way of crocheting! By
following a pixel graph instead
of a written pattern, you can
incorporate virtually any character
or image you want into a crochet
blanket. This great book includes
how-to instructions and step-bystep photos. Also included are
written instructions and charts for 5 cute throws. All designs are made using worsted-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
871626 $8.99
(Download available online)

CROCHET
Filet
Afghans
These 8 charted
designs for crochet
afghans are made
using worstedweight yarn and
finish quickly.
Skill Level: Easy
837513 $9.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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NEW! Stress-Free
Seamless Crochet
Create fabulous crochet fashions and
accessories without the dreaded step
of sewing the pieces together with
the 40 projects found inside. Also
find chic crochet home accents such
as throws, a table mat and runner,
baskets and a pouf ottoman.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
871636 $9.99
(Download available online)

NEW!
EXCLUSIVE
CROCHET
Learn to
Cro-Tat
Package
With Hook

You asked us to bring
back the popular
Cro-Tat technique
and we listened! The
package includes 1 size
6 Cro-Tat hook, how-to
instructions including
color photos, plus 3
brand-new projects
all made using size
10 cotton thread.
You will love getting
reacquainted with
this beautiful
technique.
Skill Level: Easy
16210X $9.99
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NEW! In a
Weekend: Crochet
Calendar 2017

NEW! Learn to Crochet Linked Stitches

New techniques are always fun to learn. Designer
Brandi Isham will teach you all of the ins and outs
of crocheting linked stitches. Each stitch is clearly
illustrated using left- and right-handed photos to
ensure your success. Working in rows and rounds
is also demonstrated.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
871627 $8.99
(Download available online)

NEW! EXCLUSIVE Clarice Doily Crochet Kit

Stitch this elegant lace doily as a special focal
point make one 153/4" doily. Kit includes enough
size 10 white crochet cotton to complete 1 doily.
Skill Level: Intermediate
501134 $8.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

This calendar not only
includes days of the
week, months and
special holidays, it also
includes instructions
for 12 great
crochet projects
that can easily
be made in a
weekend. A
great gift for a
crochet friend!
Skill Level:
Easy to
Intermediate
871623 $8.99
(Download available online)

NEW! CROCHET Irish Flower Bookmarks

A great last-minute gift to express your love and
share the beautiful art of crochet. Made using size
10 crochet cotton and embroidery floss.
Skill Level: Intermediate
838027 $7.99
(Download available online)
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NEW! CROCHET Hooded Baby Gown

Keep Baby warm in this sweet hooded gown. Made
using 3 colors of a #3 light-weight yarn. Finished size
is 6–12 months, Chest: 27" and Shoulder to bottom
edge: 20"L.
Skill Level: Intermediate
885273 $6.99
(Download available online)

NEW! King Cole Cherished DK $6.99
100% Acrylic; 3.5 oz/273 yds/100g per skein

708697 Pink

708698 Lemon

708699 Mint

NEW! CROCHET Sweet Stripes for Baby

Brighten Baby’s world with sweet afghans in
simple stripes. The fun stitch patterns are worked
with 1 color at a time, but there are no loose ends
to hide because unused colors are carried along
the edge as you work. 8 easy designs are made
using #3 light-weight and #4 worsted-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
838028 $9.99

708701 Lavender

708695 White

708696 Pale Pink

CROCHET In a Weekend:
Baby Afghans

These 12 precious afghans will make a
quick completion a reality. Truly, these
designs can be completed in a weekend
(or less)! Ripples, in-the-round, and
allover stitch patterns are all included
in the collection, and as a bonus
we’ve included multiple sizes that will
accommodate smaller needs such as
a car seat or infant carrier. They are
made using DK- #3 and worsted- #4
weight yarns.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
871608 $8.99
(Download available online)
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NEW! CROCHET Flower Garden Ball

Baby’s first ball can be soft and easy to hold. This
design is stitched using a #3 light-weight yarn.
Each “flower” is stuffed with fiberfill and stitched
together to create this unique ball.
Skill Level: Intermediate
885275 $6.99
(Download available online)

NEW!
CROCHET
Braydon
Baby Boy
Set

This set will
be perfect
to bring
Baby home
in! Pattern
includes instructions for sweater, hat, mittens and
footed pants. Made with worsted-weight yarn, this
set features a textured stitch on the hat and sweater.
Includes sizes 0–3 months and 3–6 months.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
838029 $6.99
(Download available online)

NEW!
CROCHET
Baylee
Baby Girl
Set

Stitch a cute
set for the
new baby
girl in your
family! Pattern
includes instructions for sweater, bonnet, mittens
and footed pants. Made with worsted-weight yarn,
this set features a pretty scallop stitch on the hat and
sweater. Includes sizes 0–3 months and 3–6 months.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
838030 $6.99
(Download available online)
AnniesCraftStore.com

Annie’s Signature Designs
NEW! CROCHET Baby Moccasins

Adorable moccasins for your little papoose! These
stylish slippers are made using Premier Yarns Ever
Soft worsted-weight yarn. Choose from 3 different
looks or make a pair in each style. Instructions are
written for baby (toddler)/foot length 4 (5) inches.
Skill Level: Intermediate
886069 $6.99
(Download available online)

Annie’s
Signature
Designs
NEW!
CROCHET
Nanuk
Slipper
Booties &
Hat

Keep your
little one
warm and
in-style in
this adorable
boots-andhat set. Made
using 2 (2,
2) balls of
Premier Yarn
Deborah
Norville Everyday Soft worsted-weight yarn in
color Mist. Instructions are written for baby/
toddler. Hat circumference: 14 (16) inches x 6 (7)
inches high; booties: foot length 4 (5) inches.
Skill Level: Intermediate
886068 $6.99
(Download available online)
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NEW! CROCHET
Edgings for Kids

Make gifts of love by adding a colorful edging to bibs,
blankets, aprons and more. This unique book includes
General Instructions on how to prepare your fabric,
finishing your project and over 30 easy edging patterns
using size 10 thread or #1 fingering-weight yarn. As an
extra bonus, the book includes a set of Edgit Piercing
& Crochet Hooks that allow you to crochet without
prepunching holes in the fabric.
Skill Level: Easy
838031 $12.99

No more to
to
pierce through fabric
while crocheting a
edge!

struggling

decorative

Just use the piercing crochet
hook to pass through the
fabric as you crochet.

CROCHET Edgit!
Piercing Crochet
Hooks

CROCHET
Edgit! On the
Edge Crochet
Kit

Kit includes
piercing and
crochet hooks,
pattern book,
burp pad and DMC
cotton #5 thread.
Skill Level: Easy
838005 $22.95

Hook packet includes 2
steel hooks, 1 piercing
hook, 1 size 4 (1.75mm)
hook—each with a
protective cover for the
tip—and a Quick Start
Guide to get you started!
Perfect to use with sizes
5 and 10 crochet cotton
thread and fingeringweight yarn.
838004 $6.95
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CROCHET Edgit! Book #1 Fancy Crochet Edges

6 quick and
easy-tocrochet
edges for
beginners,
plus the
piercing hook
and size 4
hook! Includes
easy-to-follow
instructions.
Skill Level: Easy
838006 $13.95

Connect with us on Facebook.com

CROCHET Slumber Party for 18" Dolls

The girls are having fun at their sleep over. Pattern
features 4 different sleep sets, all made from baby/
sport-weight and DK-weight yarns with some trims
in size 10 crochet cotton or novelty yarn. Designs
include: a granny gown with booties, a vintage
baby doll nightie with “fur” scuffs, striped pj’s with
slippers, and a nightshirt with matching socks.
Skill Level: Intermediate
837728 $9.95

NEW! CROCHET
Granny’s Holiday Toppers

Granny’s Holiday Toppers for 18-inch dolls. Make
holidays extra special for your special little girl.
Crocheted using baby #1 and sport #2 weight yarn
with granny’s favorite pattern.
Skill Level: Intermediate
837984 $7.99
(Download available online)

CROCHET
BU-tiful
18" Dolls

$35.99
These BU-tiful
18" dolls are
easy to pose,
have eyes
that open and
close, and long
rooted hair.
837963
Alyssa brunette
837964
Hailey Blonde

AnniesCraftStore.com

NEW! Ripple Crochet for 18" Dolls
From one simple dress pattern, create a variety
of dresses and tops just by changing an edging, a
sleeve, a ruffle, the color or length. Crochet using
baby- and sport-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
838032 $7.99
(Download available online)

CROCHET Simple Basic Wardrobe
for 18" Dolls

From 1 simple basic dress pattern you can create
an endless, amazing wardrobe by just changing
the length, color, edging or sleeves. Then add the
accessories, which are also basic patterns that
can be changed to give entirely different looks.
Crochet using baby- and sport-weight yarns.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
837692 $7.99 (Download available online)

CROCHET
Special Occasion
Fashions for
18-Inch Dolls

Hours of playing
time await with the
creation of these
6 special occasion
outfits for 18" dolls.
Designs are made
using size 10 crochet
thread and sport-,
DK-, worsted- and chunky-weight yarns.
Skill Level: Intermediate
871606 $8.99
(Download available online)
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NEW! EXCLUSIVE CROCHET
Delicate Snowflakes

Beautiful snowflakes are easy to make using
size 10 crochet cotton. Written instructions are
included for 5 snowflakes ranging in size from
2½" to 4" in diameter.
Skill Level: Easy
885268 $6.99
(Download available online)

NEW! EXCLUSIVE CROCHET
Wreath Afghan

Worked in motifs, this traditional door hanging
design creates a lovely holiday afghan. Design
is made using a #4 worsted-weight yarn and a
popcorn stitch for a great 3-D look. Finished Size:
44½"W x 66½"L.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
885271 $6.99
(Download available online)

NEW! EXCLUSIVE CROCHET Holiday Cards

NEW! EXCLUSIVE CROCHET
Smiling Snowman

This jolly little snowman is sure to bring a smile to all
who see him. Made using a #4 worsted-weight yarn and
a size G/6/4mm crochet hook. Size 10 crochet cotton is
used for the nose and mouth. Finished size: 8½"T.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
885272 $6.99
(Download available online)

4 crocheted motifs include a Christmas tree,
reindeer, gingerbread man and a stocking. Each
are approximately 3"T and are made using size
10 crochet cotton. They can easily be added to
colored cardstock
and embellished
with ribbon.
Skill Level: Easy
885221 $6.99
(Download
available online)

CROCHET Big Book of Thread Ornaments

Add festive beauty to your holidays with over 100 Christmas ornaments and
decorations. Includes 35 angels plus hairstyle instructions, 23 snowflakes
and 46 ornaments and bells. All made using size 10 crochet cotton.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
835154 $19.95
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NEW! CROCHET Dove Ornament

This delicate dove is made using size 10 crochet
cotton. It creates a unique and beautiful Christmas
ornament for your tree. Finished size: 41/2" x 11/2"
with 61/2" wingspan.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
838033 $6.99
(Download available online)

CROCHET
Granny’s
Little
Angels

These holiday
angels all
start with the
lovable granny
square! Made
using worstedweight yarn
and includes
instructions for
4 different sizes.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
837848
$5.99
(Download
available
online)

EXCLUSIVE CROCHET Itty Bitty Angels

Stitch 6 heavenly creatures for your holiday decor.
Each design is stitched using size 10 crochet
cotton. Approximate size is 3 ½"T.
Skill Level: Intermediate
885270 $6.99
(Download available online)

CROCHET Icicle Angel

This beautiful angel is quick to make up and
will look great hanging on your tree, as a
package adornment or gift for a friend. It is
made using size 10 crochet cotton and measures
approximately 51/2"W x 51/4"L, excluding bead.
Bead embellishment is optional.
Skill Level: Intermediate
837038 $6.99
(Download available online)

EXCLUSIVE CROCHET Angelic Angel

This beautiful angel is made using size 10 crochet cotton
and a size 7/1.65mm steel crochet hook. Finished Size: 7"T,
including halo.
Skill Level: Intermediate
885269 $6.99
(Download available online)
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NEW! Crochet
Comfort & Joy

Create the perfect
holiday with Crochet
Comfort & Joy,
overflowing with
projects for your
holiday gift-giving
needs, as well as festive accents for a warm and
inviting decor. Deck the Halls, Gifts in the Nick of
Time and the Gold & Silver sections offer a dazzling
variety of crochet projects to add elegance and
sparkle to your holiday attire, and if you’re looking
for crochet projects with comfort and warmth,
you’ll love the patterns featured in the Dreaming
by the Fire and Warm & Cozy sections.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
871635 $9.99
(Download available online)

In a Weekend:
50 Festive &
Fabulous Holiday
Projects

Do you have a
passion for DIY
projects? Create
unique Christmas
decor or clever gift ideas
with these 50 projects. Each
design can easily be made in a
weekend using the most affordable and accessible
materials. Wall hangings, tree ornaments, table
arrangements, door decor, window dressings and
much more are included in this fabulous book.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
161036 $8.99
(Download available online)

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! CROCHET A Granny Square Christmas

What could be merrier than combining the traditional
granny square motif and Christmas? Decorate the tree and
mantel with ornaments, a tree skirt, stocking and garland
while making the couch a cozy haven with the colorful
blanket and pillow. There’s even a mug cozy and trivet
to brighten up the kitchen or Santa’s visit. Also included
are thoughtful gifts in a hat, scarf, cowl and fingerless
mitts that will warm hearts as well as
heads, necks and fingers. Make your
family’s Christmas extra special
with these timeless designs. All are
made using Plymouth Yarn Encore
Worsted #4 weight yarn.
Skill Level: Easy to
Intermediate
871610 $8.99
(Download available online)
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NEW!
EXCLUSIVE
Quick & Easy
Cozy Crochet
Wrap

Chase away the
chills with style! This
classic design, first
released in 2005, has
been updated for
a new generation
to enjoy! It is made
using 18 oz of #4
worsted-weight
yarn. Size: One size
fits most. 17" X 60".
Skill Level: Easy
834379 $6.95
(Download available
online)

NEW!
EXCLUSIVE
CROCHET
Trendy Scarf
& Hat Kit

A vertical scallop
stitch is the basis
for this lovely
matching hat
and scarf. Kit
includes enough
#4 worsted-weight
yarn to stitch 1
scarf and 1 hat.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
500273 $15.99

NEW! CROCHET Slippers for the Family

Keep the family happy with comfy, casual
footwear. 10 versatile designs for the entire family
are made using #1 fingering-weight, #3 DK-weight
and #4 worsted-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
838037 $9.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Great

Gift ideas

for those on your list!

NEW! EXCLUSIVE CROCHET
Barnyard Bowling Set

The pins in this adorable bowling set feature
a variety of cute farm animals that are sure to
delight little ones. Pins and bowling ball are made
using #4 worsted-weight yarn. Size: Pins 8"T; ball
14" in circumference.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
885267 $7.99
(Download available online)

NEW! EXCLUSIVE CROCHET Sports Balls

Crochet a soccer ball and a football for the sports
enthusiast in your family. Each is made using #4
worsted-weight yarn and stuffed with fiberfill. Size:
soccer ball: 24" in circumference; football: 13"L.
Skill Level: Easy
885220 $6.99
(Download available online)
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NEW!
Precut Table Runners & Toppers

Current Resident Or:

www.facebook.com/
AnniesCraftStore

Order Toll-Free
Central Time:

(800) 582-6643
Keycode

Customer Number

Monday–Friday, 7 a.m.–9 p.m. / Saturday, 7 a.m.–5 p.m.
Sunday, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
1 Annie Lane,
Big Sandy, TX 75755

Visit Our Website: AnniesCraftStore.com
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This is just the book you need to turn
those precuts into gorgeous, usable
table coverings for both you and your
dearest friends. These 13 designs are
your solution to fast and easy projects
that will fit into your busy schedule.
By using precuts, you not only save
time cutting, but you also can enjoy
the preselected coordinating fabric
collections without worrying if you’ve
made the right decision on color,
texture and scale. 48 full-color pgs.
Skill Level: Beginner to
Intermediate
141401 $12.99
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